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FOREWORD

I
The papers presented in this report were submitted for the

Seventh Symposium on Electromagnetic Windows held at The Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio, 2, 3, and 4 June 1964. They
were compiled by Alan 1. Slonim of The Ohio State University
under Air Force Contract AF 33(615)-1081 administered by The
Research and Technology Division, Air Force Systems Command,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio with Richard A. Ireland

serving as Task Engineer.

I
The proceedings are published in five volumes as follows:

I Vol. I

Session I - Objectives and New Techniques
Session II - Materials for High Temperature Applications

Vol. II

Session III - Electrical Design
Session IV - Structural Design for Large Radomes

Vol. III

I Session V - Fabrication and Testing of Airborne Radomes
Session VI - Hypersonic Environment

I Vols. IV and V

Oral papers received too late for inclusion in Vols.I, II, and III.
Papers submitted for the proceedings only.

I
I
I
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ELECTRICAL DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OF

DUAL-FREQUENCY RADOME TEST PANELS

I by
E. Donald Wegner, N. D. LoBue

North American Aviation, Inc.
Los Angeles, California

INTRODUCTION

I The primary objective of this paper is to present dual-frequency (X-band
and K -band) radome design criteria and to show how these criteria are used
to obtain dual-frequency radome panel designs. A second objective is to out-
line our method for calculating the theoretical power transmission and inser-
tion phase delay performance curves. Also, a test panel fabrication and
laboratory test program are described.

Dual frequency radar operation is being considered for applications In high
performance air vehicles to a larger and larger extent as multi-purpose vehi-
cles are required. In order for this type of radar system to be successful,
good radome electrical performance must be achieved for the frequencies em-
ployed. The radome development work described in this paper was conducted
by the Los Angeles Division of North American Aviation, Inc, to fulfill this
need. Initial work was refined in conjunction with the development of dual fre-
quency radar systems by the Autonetics Division of North American Aviation, Inc.

SPECIFICATIONS

At the beginning of this program of obtaining design and laboratory test
data on the feasibility of the dual-frequency radome concept, electrical
performance specifications were established to meet the requirements of the
dual-frequency radars. The X-band frequency requirements are listed in
Table I, and the Ka-band frequency radome requirements are listed in Table II.

MATERIALS CONFIGURATION

I Two types of low-loss, high-temperature dielectric materials were selec-
ted for this Investigation and used in the fabrication of the test panels. The
candidate materials were designated Type I, "E" glass fabric preimpregnated
with 38 (+ 2) percent Dow Corning DC-2106 silicone resin (used in panels No.
I and 3), and Type II, General Electric quartz fabric preimpregnated with 38
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(h 2) percent Dow Corning DC-2106 resin (used in panel No. 2). Waveguide
size samples were cut from the test panels, and dielectric constant and loss
tangent measurements were made at room temperature in the laboratory.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN

The radome wall design equations for plain dielectric sheets and dielectric-
reactive array design configurations have been programmed on the IBM-7094
data processing computer system. The calculated power transmission coeffi-
cient and insertion phase delay data for dual-frequency operations were deter-
mined with the use of this computer program.

Dual-frequency measurements were made for power transmission and
insertion phase delay on the fabricated radome test panels. These measure-
ments were conducted for both perpendicular and parallel polarization in a

Table I

X-BAND FREQUENCY RADOME REQUIREMENTS

T2 Power BDE, Beam
Transmission Deflection

Antenna Look Angle in Radome (Percent) Error (Milliradians)

+15 deg in azimuth, 85 (avg) 3.0
-15 deg to +10 deg in 80 (min)
elevation

All look angles outside
15 deg cone 90 (avg) 6.3

T2 Design objective: 90-percent (average) over-all

2



I
Table II

Ka-BAND FREQUENCY RADOME REQUIREMENTS

T2 Power BDE, Beam
Transmission Deflection

Antenna Look Angle in Radome (Percent) Error (Milliradians)

i±40 deg in azimuth 60 (avg) 6.3
-15 deg to +10 deg in 55 (mrin)
elevationI
All look angles outside 60 (avg) 12.3
of the above 55 (min)

T 2 Design objective: 70-percent (average) over-all

laboratory microwave interferometer. At the beginning of this program, it was
decided to design, fabricate, and test three different radome panels that
appeared to have the desired material and electrical qualities for good dual-
frequency operation. The first panel configuration was designed with the Type
I material. This material was chosen since it yields a low loss value and dielec-
tric constant and maintains good structural properties. The second panel was
developed with the Type H material. This material was selected for its very
low loss tangent and dielectric properties. Also, this material maintains con-
stant dielectric properties over a wide temperature range. However, the
structural properties of this material are not as good as the Type I material.
It was felt that the reactive wall concept would be of value for dual-frequency
radome panel design. Therefore, the third panel was developed around this
concept using the Type I material configuration.

A complete description and discussion of these three panels along with
a fourth panel design (reactive wall, not fabricated) follows:

Panel No. 1

This panel was manufactured by the hand lay-up, press molding tech-
nique. The maLerial used in the construction of this panel was a i81 style3 "E" glass fabric, preimpregnated with 38 (± 2) percent Dow Corning DC-2106

* 3
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Ifx(X-BAND) fk(K-BAND)]PNL OI8715 MC [34860 MCI PANEL NO. 1
TYPE I MATERIAL

FREQUENCY RAZIO = 4:1 DIELECTRIC = 3.87
LOSS TANGENT - 0.007

-- MEASURED DATA THICKNESS = 0.371IN.
- CALCULATED DATA
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Fig. 1 Power transmission and IPD versus angle
of incidence for perpendicular polarization.
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Ifx(X-BAND)I fk(K-BAND)PAENO1•: 8715 MC 34860 MC |PANEL NO. 1
83TYPE I MATERIAL

FREQUENCY RATIO =4:1 DIELECTRIC = 3.87

4 LOSS TANGENT = 0.007

- - - MEASURED DATA THICKNESS =0.371 IN.
- CALCULATED DATA
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0. 80 .0,
• 0.70 -00o
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0.50 120

100

0.4080 :4

0 ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREE)

Fig. 2 Power transmi.sston and IPD versus angle

of incidence for parallel polarization.
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silicone resin. This panel has a measured dielectric constant of 3.87 and a
loss tangent of 0.007. The optimized wall thickness of 0.371 inch was designed
for dual-frequency operation at 8715 mc and 34860 mc (4 to 1 frequency ratio).
For this design, the calculated and measured power transmission and insertion
phase delay (IPD) curves are shown in figure 1 for perpendicular polarization
and in figure 2 for parallel polarization. The curves for the X-band frequency
show good power transmission with low IPD values for incident angles from 0
to 70 degrees and for both polarizations. The transmission curves for Ka-
band drop off rapidly at the higher incident angies for perpendicular polariza-
tion and increase for the parallel case. For all data given in this paper, there
is generally good agreement between calculated and measured results.

Because of the experimental test error and panel fabrication tolerance,
perfect agreement between calculated and test data was not obtained.

Panel No. 2

Panel No. 2 was manufactured in the same manner as panel No. 1 except
using a General Electric quartz fabric preimpregnated with 38-(± 2) percent
DC-2106 silicone resin (Type II material). An optimum wall thickness of
0.448 (± 0.002) inch was calculated, based on a dielectric constant of E =
3.13 and a loss tangent of 0.0036. Machining was again required to hold
the wall-thickness tolerances for the panel. The calculated and measured
power transmission and insertion phase delay curves are shown in figure 3
for perpendicular polarization and in figure 4 for parallel polarization. The
X-band transmission correlation of the calculated and measured data is with-
in 3 percent, and the Ka-band is within 4. 5 percent through 60 degrees inci-
dence angles. This data is felt to be good correlation, considerirng that power
transmission is through a fourth order radome wall at the Ka-band frequency.

Panel No. 3

This panel was designed as a solid laminate panel with imbedded reactive
disk arrays, manufactured in two stages by the press molding technique, using
181 style "E" glass fabric preimpregnated with 38 (± 2) percent DC-2106
silicone resin. The center section of the panel was laminated, postcured,
machined, and smooth-sanded to a thickness of 0.311 (± 0.001) inch. Silver

* reactive elements were then painted on both surfaces by a silk-screen process
* and cured. This stage of panel development is shown in the photograph in

figure 5. Additional pieces of cloth were laminated on each side and the panel
was again press molded and postcured. The panel was then machined to a
thickness of 0. 380 (± 0.002) inch. The complete dimensions, electrical

* 6I
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f(-AN)fk(K-BAND) ___________I8715 MC 34860 MC PANEL NO. 2
FREQENCYRATI 4:1 TYPE 1I MATERIAL
FREQENC RAIO 4:1 DIELECTRIC = 3.13

LOSS TANGENT = 0. 0036
--- MEASURED DATA THICKNESS = 0. 448
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Fig. 3 Power transmission and IPD versus angle

ofiIncidence for perpendicular polarization.
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fx(X-EBAD) Ifk(K-BAND)I
I

8715 MC 34860 MC PANEL NO. 2II TYPE II MATERIAL

FREQUENCY RATIO = 4:1 DIELECTRIC 3.13
LOSS TANGENT - 0. 0036
THICKNESS 0. 448
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Fig. 4 Power transmission and IPD versus angle
i of Incidence for parallel polarization.
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I
properties, and design data of the reactive wall (panel No. 3) are given in
Table MI. This panel was also designed for a 4 to 1 frequency ratio (8715
mc and 34860 mc). The calculated and measured power transmission coeffi-
cient and insertion phase delay curvies are shown in figure 6 for perpendicular
polarization and in figure 7 for parallel polarizatiLon. The curves for the X-
band frequency show that the transmission is above 90 percent for incident
angles out to 68 degrees with a maximum IPD of 43 degrees at a 70-degree
incident angle. The transmission curves for Ka.-band frequency decrease to
a minimum of 54 percent at 25 degrees incident angle and then increase to
75. 5 percent at 55 degrees for the perpendicular case. For the pairallel case,the K-adtransmission increases from 59 percent at 0 degrees to 84.5

perceht at 55 degrees incident angle. In comparing figures 1 and 2 with figures 6
and 7, the following is noted. For X-band, the reactive wall design yields a
small increase in transmission at the higher incident angles and decreases the
transmission in the lower incident region. For Ka -band, at perpendicular

Table III

DIMENSIONS AND DESIGN CONFIGURATION FOR REACTIVE WALL
(PANEL NO. 2)

Material - "E" glass and silicone DC-2106 Type I
Dielectric constant 3.95
Loss tangent 0.007
Thickness of wall 0. 380 in.
Type of reactive array Metal disk
Number of reactive arrays 2
Diameter of disks 0. 125 in.
Center-to-center spacing of disks 0. 9375 in.
Distance of array to dielectric surface 0. 035 in.

I Table IV

DIMENSIONS AND DESIGN CONFIGURATION FOR REACTIVE WALL
(3.7:1 FREQUENCY RATIO)

3 Material - quartz and silicone DC-2106 Type II
Dielectric constant 3.22
Loss tangent 0.004
Thickness of wall 0.44 6 in.
Type of reactive array Metal disk

* 10
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fx(X-BAN•) fk(K-BAND) I PANEL NO. 3 (REACTIVE)
8715 MC I 34860 MC j REACTIVE - TABLE

TYPE I MATERIAL
FREQUENCY RATIO = 4:1 DIELECTRIC = 3.95

LOSS TANGENT = 0.007

MEASURED DATA THICKNESS =0.380

CALCULATED DATA

1.00
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Fig. 6 Power transmission and IPD versus angle

of incidence for perpendicular polarization.
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I j Ix(X-BAND) Ifk(K-BAND) PANEL NO. 3 (REACTIVE)
8715 MC I 34860 MC , REACTIVE - TABLE

FREQUENCY RATIL 4:1 TYPE I MATERIAL
DIELECTRIC = 3.95

- MEASURED DATA LOSS TANGENT = 0. 007
CALCULATED DATA THICKNESS =0.380

* 1.00 "--. _ _ _ _

0.90

| 0.80
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O. 1080* 66
4 0.50 120
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0.4040

f o 20o

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 703 0 ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREE)

Fig. 7 Power transmission and IPD versus angle

of incidence for parallel polarization.
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Table IV

DIMENSIONS AND DESIGN CONFIGURATION FOR REACTIVE WALL
(3.7:1 FREQUENCY RATIO) (CONT)

Number of reactive arrays 2
Diameter of disks 0. 125 in.
Center-to-center spacing of disks 0.500 in.
Distance of array to dielectric surface 0.023 in.

polarization, the reactive wall yields an improvement in transmission at the
higher incident angles, but decreases the transmission at lower incident
angles. It is concluded that, when operating at a 4 to 1 frequency ratio, the
reactive wall design will not significantly improve the over-all electrical
performance of the panel and thus does not justify the extra design and fab-
rication cost. The reason for this is that, at the 4 to 1 frequency ratio
(only), the plain dielectric panel wall thickness is designed to yield the best
average impedance match over the given range of incidence angles for a half-
wave and fourth order wall. Therefore, this average impedance match gen-
erally cannot be improved upon with the use of reactive elements.

REACTIVE WALL DESIGN

Based on analytical development, it was concluded that the reactive
wall design will improve power transmission to a marked degree when the
operating frequencies are not e-en multiples. Therefore, the frequencies
chosen for the data shown in figures 8 and 9 are 3.7 to 1 rather than the
4 to 1 frequency ratio. With all dielectric paramneters remaining constant
(for a Type HI material), the performance curves in figures 8 and 9 show a
significant improvement in power transmission coefficient of the reactive
wall as compared to the nonreactive wall for the given angles of incidence and
for both perpendicular and parallel polarization and at X-band and Ka-band
frequencieS. Also, these figures show an improvement in the insertion phase
delay value,.s (reduction) at the higher angles of incidence. The complete
dimensions, electrical properties, and design data used in this study are
given in Table IV.

REACTIVE WALL FORMULATIONS

At the start oi this program, it was felt that the reactive wall concept
could be used to improve the electromagnetic performance of the plain radome

13



Sx9(x-BAND)I fk(K-BAND)I

9375 .MC 35000 MC ' FREQUENCY RATIO = 3.7:1 REACTIVE - TABLE
TYPE El MATERIAL
DIELECTRIC = 3.22

-- REACTIVE WALL LOSS TANGENT = 0. 004
- NONREACTIVE WALL THICKNESS = 0.446
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Fig. 8 Power transmission and IPD versus angle
of incidence for perpendicular polarization.
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I fx(X-BAND) fk(Ka-BAND)I
9375 MC 35000 MC IFREQUENCY RATIO =3.7:1 REACTIVE - TABLE

TYPE II MATERIAL
DIELECTRIC = 3.22
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Fig. 9 Power transmission and IPD versus angle

of incidence for parallel polarization.
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panel designs and, therefore, an investigation into the suitability of this con-
cept for dual-frequency radome design was conducted. Because of the uncom-
mon use of reactive wall equations in radome design, the following formula-
tions used in our analyses are given for reference.

POWER TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT AND INSERTION PHASE DELAY OF

A CAPACITIVE DISK TYPE REACTIVE WALL RADOME

Formulation

The power transmission coefficient and insertion phase delky of a reac-
tive wall type radome with two capacitive disk arrays may be calculated from
its equivalent circuit. A convenient method for performing these calcula-
tions is the well-known general-circuit-parameter technique where the ABCD
matrix represents a section of a transmission line (Reference 1).

Applying the transmission line analogy, the general circuit parameters,
ABCD of a radome wall loaded with two arrays of capacitive elements are
found from the matrix product of Eq. (1).

i CO BH [sH SINH Ys 1 0

C D) Yi COSH V OSI ±)H2 I

Y( N COSH vsls 2  Yc SIN2 )c/ COSH2 LcjL

I COSH V5S/54 S!N-!Fss"

Y 4 1 01
I YNH2HYj

C YsSINH Ys'ss4 COSH cs~s4 jB2 1

FCOSH Ys-s SINH YS44 14 Ys
COSH Vsl ±'4

[Y H ICOSHY IHY
L YsSINH Y' Is COSH 85s~s5

I16
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The effective power transmission coefficient, Te 2 , and the effectiveinsertion phase delay 0 e, are calculated using Eq. (2) through (7), respectively:

T 2 _4
(2) T.ll= IA+ BYIL 1  + Y C 11+D 2(2) T 1,112

TL 11 ARC TAN IhABI 1 ~ +D

(3) Re(A+ BY1i + '1-C + D)

(4) T e 2 (T.L StN2 ) (T 1 1C092 6) + 2 T1 ,T 1 1 SIN 2 ()COS2 6COS A

(5) A IT Z .1 -T1 ,1j

(6) Te I 1ACSN (TI, COS2 6SIN A)

T• 1e

(7) T eA + .4l2 7C• + + +

A 22 4 5

where:

9 = Angle of incidence measured in free space between the incident
ray and the normal to the radome surface

A, = Wave length in free space

5 = Polarization angle of the E-vector
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II
I

I Y 1 = Characteristic admittance of free space

Y = Propagation constant of the skin material

Bs = Susceptance of the capacitive disk array

Isy IS 5 = Thickness from outer surface of skin material to center of

I•s •s = Thickness from center of reactive array to inner surface ofI ~ 2' 54 skin material

_I•c3 = Thickness of core material (not used)

I
Ys = Characteristic admittance of the skin material

I c = Characteristic admittance of the core material (not used)

. = Perpendicular polarization

I 11 = Parallel polarization

CALCULATED RADOME PERFORMANCE

For the final phase of this program, an analytical study was made of the
actual power transmission and beam deflection error performance of a typical
streamline ogive-shaped radome shown in figure 10, for X-band and Ka-band
operation. This analysis was conducted with an IBM-7094 radome computer
program in use at NAA. Both the radome and antenna aperture system were
simulated on the computer and the radome power transmission and beam de-
flection error were calculated for a given range of antenpa lock positions in
the radome. The Type II material wall chosen for this study, and the radome
wall thickness was optimized at 0.392 inch. The radome power transmission
and beam deflection errors are plotted for azimuth look angles from 0 to 40
degrees, the elevation angle being held fixed at 0, 5, 10, and 15 degrees. Both
the error horizontal (boresight) and vertical (crosstalk) to the plane of scan are
graphed as separate curves. The curves in figure 11 show that the minimum
transmission at X-band is 94.5 percent through the nose region of the radome
and, at Ka-band, the minimum is 59 percent in the same region. Average
power transmission at X-band and Ka -bands was approximately 96 percent and
74 percent, respectively. The curves in figure 12 and 13 show that the maxi-
mum beam deflection error is less than 2. 2 milliradians for X-band and Ka-
band over the complete range of antenna scan angles.

*I 18
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Fig. 10 Ogive-shaped radome.
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Fig. 11 Radome power transmission coefficientI for Type II material.
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These radome performance results are well within the specification
requirements listed in Tables I and IH

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained by an analytical design and laboratory test program
for electrical performance of dual-frequency, solid laminate radome test
panels supports the feasibility of designing and constructing a workable dual-
frequency radome of either Type I or Type II radome material. An analytical
study and evaluation of the reactive wall concept for dual-frequency radome
design indicated that the power transmission coefficient will be improved to a
marked degree when the operating frequencies are not even multiples. There-
fore, the advisability of using a reactive wall design will depend on radar
operating frequency ratio required for a given application.
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TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

OF GROUND BASED RADOMES

by

I J. D'Agostino
F. Rouffy

* Radiation Division
Sperry Gyroscope Company

Division of Sperry Rand Corporation

Great Neck, New York

I I. INTRODUCTION

Since the onset of large ground based radars, the quest for
a suitable weather protection has been initiated by various govern-
ment and civilian agencies. These investigations have resulted in
the use of three basic types of radomes: the air inflated, dielectric,
and metal space frame radome (MSFR) configurations. The choice
of the type of radome that will optimize the electrical and mechanical
properties of the radar is often a very difficult task for not only must
the designer be knowledgeable in the electrical and mechanical pro-
perties and tradeoffs associated with them, but must weigh the
economics of the initial and operating costs.

It is therefore the purpose of this paper to summarize the
fundamental electrical characteristics of the three basic types of
radomes and to condense the electrical design parameters to a series
of performance curves. The transmission characteristics are
treated from the broad frequency band aspect; where optimum per-
formance is required at a particular frequency, additional investiga-
tion is required.

II. AIR INFLATED RADOMES

Single wall and dual wall air inflated radomes such as shown
in Figs. I and 2 offer the most expedient protection for transportable
or semi-permanent radar system installations. 1, 2

Transmission losses for these air inflated radomes are a
function of the thickness, dielectric constant, and loss tangent of the
radome material as well as the radar system's frequency band.
These losses, due to both absorption and reflection, are generally*
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neglibible at low frequencies and increase rapidly above the point at
which the radome becomes electrically thicker than / 32, where 7,
is the free space wavelength.

For illustration of transmission 1 )ss effe.cts, hypalon coated
dacron (loss tangent = 0.038; dielectric constant = 3.0) is regarded
as typical of the many materials both mechan'ically and electrically
suitable for air inflated radome usage. Absorption and reflection
losses for this material, as calculatedfrom standard reference
formulas, 3,4 are plotted in Fig. 3. This data is representative of
the various electrical properties used in the construction of air
inflated radomes.

The combination of absorption and reflection losses related
to transmission efficiency for the single wall air inflated hypalon
coated dacron radome is shown in Fig. 4. The high frequency behav-
ior of air inflated radomes is predominantly influenced by reflection
losses up to the frequencies at which the radomes appear electrically
reflection free (half wavelength thick). Beyond this point the exponen-
tial increase of absorption losses predominate in determining radome
transmission efficiency. For frequencies bove 10,000 megacycles,
narrow band operation may be achieved for half wavelength thick
radomes.

The hypalon coated dacron material transmission loss
calculations assumed normal incidence. For any particular'antenna/
radome combination, more detail calculations are required for inves-
tigations of elliptical polarization losses and transmission losses vs.
variable polarization and variable angle of incidence.

Thegeneral set of curves in Figs. 5 and 6 give the losses
through a solid dielectric wall radome. The total percent transmis-
sion efficik-ncy is the product of the reflection loss efficiency times
the dielectric loss efficiency. It is again apparent that the dielectric
losses keep increasing with frequency. The upper limit of broad
frequency band operation is noted from the reflection loss efficiency
curves where the thickness is less than X/32 for dielectric materials
having values of dielectric constants approxiinately equal to 4.

The operation of a dual wall radome is the same as a single
wall radome except thai the two walls must be taken into account in
determining the total loss. Ih most cases dual wall radomes use
thinner skins than an eqilvalent single 'wall radome and the losses are
generally ohly slightly highesr than fot the single Wall radome. For
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example the AN/TPS-34 50 foot diameter radome (Fig. 2) uses . 0t5
inch thick inside wall with a . 020 inch thick outside wall. A fifty foot
single wall radome will in general have a 0, 040 inich wall. The dual
wall has additional losses where the air cells are joined to form an
integral unit. The metallic fastener and dacron caternary lines also

add some additional loss. In general, the losses for a-dual wall

radome wili not exceed twice the losses of a single wall radome for
frequencie6 where the skin thickness is less than X/32.

The advantages of a dual wall radome far exceed the addi-

tional lsses when the need for this type of radome is required. They

are liFted below:

a) No air lock needed for entering the radome.

b) Whole sections may be deflated for replacement or
movement of large equipment into the dome without

complete deflation. (see Fig. 7)

c) Radome has a 4 hour stand time after loss of power.

Special single wall radomes are used to minimize boresight
errors. The radome shown in Fig. 8 was used for the AN/SPG-56

fire control and missile tracker. Boresight accuracy was very criti-

cal so all seams were kept symmetrical about the reflector's vertical
axis and the radome/antenna rombination as a unit rotated in azimuth.

III. DIELECTRIC STRUCTUE.E RADOMES

Solid foam and flanged shell radomes, dielectric space frame

radomes and honeycomb sandvich radomes are included in the cate-

gory of dielectric structure radomes.

Analyses of the electrical transmission characteristics of

solid foam and flanged shell radomes are similar to those for air
inflated radomes and as such are not detailed here. Performance
data for various specific designs is available from the sources listed

in the MIT Radome Bibliography. 5

Analysis ol dielectric space frame radomes are in general

similar to those made in the next section for metal space frame
radomes. For performance data of specific dielectric space frame

radomes and information concerning exceptions to the general simi-
larities between delectric and metal space frames, reference is
again made to the sources listed in the MIT Radome Bibliography.
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'The 140-foot BEMEWS radone shOwn id Fig. 9 illustrates
the design features-of honeycomb sandwich radomes. This p~articular
radomr' is made up of 1646 interndl1y bolted panels. ' A cross sectional
view of each panel reveals a light-weight low dielectric craft paper
core bonded -in the fashion of a honeycomb; the core itself ij bonded
together by two thin fiberglass skins, hence the. name honeycomb
sandwich.

The transmission characteristics of honeycomb sandwiches
are calculated by standard formulas. 6 For example, the transmis-
sion characteristics of a honeycomb sandwich with &,,6-incl• core and
1/8-inch skin are shown in Fig. 10. The frequency responqe curve,
calculated for normal incidence only, reveals the 'multiple half wave-
length cyclic,-reflections that occur at the dielectric interfaces. The
envelope of decreasing transmission efficiency for increasing freq-
uency is based on absorption effects. In addition to the information
in figure 10 the envelope of maximum re.flection losses for a honey-
comb sandwich design may be estimated by -ise of a universal type
curve, such as in Fig. 5, which relates reflection losses to the
electrical thickness of a lossless dielectric material.

In order to estimate the envelope of maximum reflection
losses for the honeycomb sandwich shown in Fig. 10, only the total
skin thickness (1/4 inch) is considert:d; for this type approximation
core material reflections are considered negligible. Again, like the
single wall radome, a good approxirmation to the maximum loss will
be the product of the dielectric loss efficiency times the reflection
loss efficiency.

A more exact analysis, justified only for a particular design,
must include the effects of variable -polarization over the angles of
incidence and frequency bandwidth of interest. The exact analysis
must also determine scattering losses due to the metallic panel inter-
locks; such a suitable analysis utilizing the "induced current ratio"
is presented in various Ohio State University reports. 7

IV. METAL SPACE FRAME RADOMES

An investigation of the feasibility of using metal space frame
radomes (MSFRs), an answer to the problem o.f providing broad band,
large diarmeter ground based radornes was reported by Lincoln
Laboratories, M. I. T. in early 1957. 8 The M•vFR concept wa13
regarded as practical on the basis of the transrrmission properties of
a structu:ral framework in which the separation between membe rs is
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of the order of a few wavelengths. For radar system usage, the
development of spherical space frame radome design criteria empha-
sized mutual satisfaction of mechanical and electrical functional
requirements. Mechanically, the frameworks are designed to accept
environmental loading and to incorporate installation economy through
the use of as many duplicate strnctural members as possible. Elec-
trically, the metal frameworks are designed to present as minimal an! aperture blockage as possible with either a random or regular polari-
zation sensitive member alignment which is consistent with minimalboresight shift effects.

A. Spherical Geometry Relations

I The geometrical configurations of MSFRs are related to the
basic polyhedra which are inscribable on a spherical surface. These
polyhedra fall into two catagories: 9

I. "Platonic" Solids - These solids have regular faces (equal
congruent sides) and vertices which are regular (equiangular) poly-:1 hedral angles. The five "Platonic" solids are:

1. Tetrahedron 4 faces

2. Hexahedron (cube) 6 faces

3. Octahedron 8 faces

4. Dodecahedron 12 facesI 5. Icosahedron 20 faces

"2. "Archimedian" Solids - These semi-regular solids have

regular face,. but not all of the same kind, and vertex figures which
are congruent but not regular. Two of the 15 possible "Archimedian"
solids, the icosidodecahedron and the snub dodecahedron, were
initially investigated for metal space frame usage but later were de-
emphasized in favor of the more expedient and practical development
of spherical projections for two of "Platonic" solids, the Icosahedron
and the Dodecahedron.

Three diffenent types of presently operational metal space
frame radomes are derived from spherical projections of the Icosa-
hedron and the Dodecahedron. Each of these radomes is identified
by the geometrical term which most suitably describes either the
"Platonic" projection or the basic repetitive configuration with the
"Platonic" projection. The two radome types derived from the

.. 5' 5
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Icosahedron are identified here as the Trapezoidal Hexacontahedral
and Icosahedral radomes. The third radome type, derived from the
Dodecahedron, is identified as the Dodecahedral radome.

B. Radome Geometries in Current Use

1. Trapezoidal Hexacontahedral Radome - The latticework or
rib orientation within any one of the repetitive regular triangular
faces is shown in Fig. 11. The heavy dashed lines trisect this basic
triangle into three smaller congruent trapezoidal sections each of
which occupies 1/60 of the total surface area, (thus the term
"Trapezoidal Hexacontahedral").

The light dashed lines illustrate the manner in which
adjoining trapezoidal sections form a complete surface. With the
exception of common panels, each trapezoidal section is seen to be
made up of two (left and right handed) Schwartz triangles. Schwartz
triangles by definition are the spherical congruent triangles which by
repeated reflection in their sides cover a spherical surface an integ-
ral number of times.

The rib orientation shown in Fig. II was made random,
polarization insensitive, by breaking the regularity of the sides of
the trapezoidal figures in such a way that the interconnecting frame-
work is randomly oriented (no more than two ribs lie on the same
great circle arc) yet is symmetrical about the comnmon sides of the
two Schwartz triangles which make up the trapezoid.

The Trapezoidal Hexacontahedral geometry is used in the
CW-6Z0/FPS-35 150-foot radome at Baker, Oregon, the AF/MIT
Lincoln Labs Haystack Antenna System 150-foot radome at
Tyngsborough, Mass. , and the 110-fuot radoine at Et Greely, Alaska.

The manner in which the basic triangles are located on
Trapezoidal Hexacontahedral CW-620/FPS-35 Radome is illustrated
in Fig. 12. Five of the spherical triangles lie between the north pole
and the region above the small circle which is the 600 latitude. Ten
triangles occupy the region between the upper and lower 600 latitudes.
The other five triangles lie in the lower polar region. The radome
structural lattice or pattern as seen by an antenna during azimuth
plane rotation is repeated five times, or every 720.

6



2. Icosahedral Radome - The latticework within any one of the
twenty regular faces of this radome is shown in Fig. 13. The cen-
troid of the basic triangle is located in a common panel of three other-
wise similar trapezoids which, in the same manner of F4g. 11, are

11 made up of a pair of Schwartz triangles. The common center panel
precludes use of term Trapezoidal Hexacontahedral, the descripti'on
as Icosahedral geometry suffices.

"The Icosahedral geometry is used in the 55-foot diameter
Nike-Zeus TTR 2-psi Hardened Radome.

3. Dodecahedral Radome - The geometry of this radome is
derived from the 12 faced dodecahedron. As shown in Fig., 14 each

jpentagonal face is subdivided into five congruent triangles. As for
the other radome geometries, a random rib orientation was achieved.
No symmetries exist in this geometry; however, the design economy

SIp is apparent as one visualizes the vertex of a repetitive triangle as
being reflected about the centroid of the pentagonal faces of the
Dodecahedron. The unit surface area of a repetitive triangle in the

Dodecahedral radome is the same as the unit surface area in the
trapezoidal sections of the other two radome designs.

The Dodecahedral geometry is used in the Nike-Zeus 110 ft.

diameter radome at White Sands, New Mexico.

F" C. Insertion Loss Analysis

Inseraion losses due to MSFRs are attributed to two sources:
[" 1) the physical or geometrical blockage presented by the structural

framework of the radome, and 2) low-frequency resonance effects at
. the radome hubs.

1. Physical Blockage - The empirically determined relation
between physical blockage and transmission loss is plotted in Fig. 15.

SProportionality factors of approximately 1.7:1 and 2:1 for random and
regular geometries, respectively, are used to express physical
blockage in percentage transmission loss. For the trapezoidal hexa-
contahedral geometry radomes, the physical blockage is approximately
6-1/276; for the Icosahedral and Dodecahedral geometries the physical
blockages are approximagely 8%6 and 6% respectively. The minimum

b. transmission loss for metal space frame radomes thus varies from
approximately 10% to 16%6 or 0.5 db to 0.8 db; exact values for any
particular radome depend upon design details.
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"2. Low-Frequency Resonance Effects - For frequencies lower
than those at which the electrical wavelength is larger than the hub
diameter, additional insertion losses are caused by resonance (elec-
trical shadowing) between the closely spaced adjacent ribs at a hub
junction. This condition is regarded as one in which the effective
hub area becomes increasingly larger for progressively lower opera-
tional frequency (longer wavelength).

The physical blockage or structural area for the various
MSFR designs consists of approximately 90% rib area and 10% hub
area. Since the low-frequency resonance effects are in addition to
the initial 10% contributing sources of transmission loss, the addi-
tional insertion losses due to the resonance effect are expected to be
small for wavelength/hub diameter ratios less than 2:1. However,
as the operational wavelength becomes several times larger than
the hub diameter (or the mean spacing between rib centroids) the addi-
tional insertion losses increase rapidly so that the radome acts as a
low frequency cut-off device. These effects are plotted Fig. 16 for the
vatious radome geometries. The analysis leading to figure 16 is
based on Rayleigh-type scattering from randomly oriented ribs and
on the increased hub areas predicted by Fig. 17. In Fig. 17 hub areas
are determined (without regard to polarization effects) from polygons
each of whose sides are a quarter wavelength long and perpendicular
to the center of the hub.

The information of Fig. I6 is translated into Fig. 18 to
illustrate the calculated frequency response characteristics of the
various geometries. For Fig. 18 a 150-ft diameter radome is used
as the reference size.

The frequency response analysis is further extended in
Fig. 19 to illustrate the relations between radome diameter and cut-
off frequency (<. 80% transmission) for the various radome geometries.
The effects of scaling the various radome geometries can be antici-
pated from an inspection of Figs. I i 13 and 14. A lower cutoff
frequency will be associated with the relatively open Dodecahedral
latticework of ;Fig. 14 than with the relatively 3maller, closer
spaced, Icosahedral latticework of Fig. 1 3.

Since an extensive engineering analysis for any particular
design can be made only in terms of the peculiarities of the specific
design, the information in Figs. 16-19 is intended for and presented
only as a handbook type analysis of the frequency response character-
istics of metal space frame radomes.
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L V. COMPARISON OF RADOME TYPES

SA. Transmission Loss

IiFig. 20 presents frequency response characteristics for the
three major different types of radomes: the air inflated, honeycomb
sandwich, and MSFR. A 100-foot diameter radome was chosen as a
nominal size for comparison. The frequency response characteristics

Fit of the air inflated and honeycomb sandwich radomes are the same as
previously shown in Figs. 4 and 8. For a constant cross-sectional
dielectric thickness, the transmission loss vs. radome diameter
relations are essentially constant; changes in transmission loss
effects are primarily due to changes in material thickness as required

for the structural integrity of various size of radome diameters. The
transmission loss vs. diameter characteristics of MSFR as shown in
Fig. 18 and 19 are a function of radorne geometry. That is, the rela-
tive number of ribs per unit area and the mean number of ribs at the
hub junctions determine the transmission loss vs. diameter relations.
The air inflatable and honeycomb sandwich radomes exhibit the charac-I teristics of a low pass filter; in contrast, metal space frame radomes
exhibit high pass filter characteristics.

[F ~ B. Sidelobe Level Changes

For the air inflated and honeycomb sandwich radomes, side-
lobe level changes can be approximated by calculating the insert phase

delay produced' for a particular antenna/ radome combination. The
calculated insert phase information can then be used to determine the
associated antenna aperture phase error, for which sidelobe level
increases can be calculated.

The presence of metallic members randomly oriented in the
radome structure also produces sidelobe level increases. These
effects can be evaluated by an analysis which utilizes a "scattered
energy level" to predict the envelope of maximum sidelobe level
"increases. This "scattered energy level" is determined by an exam-
ination of the flat portion (minimum loss bandwidth) of the MSFR fre-

[ quency response characteristics as indicated in Fig. 18. The
"scattered energy voltage levels" are added to the quantized antenna
voltage pattern in order to determine the maximum sidelobe level
'increases for a given antenna to radome combination. This analysis
"is illustrated in Fig. 21; the angularly dependent "scattered energy
level" established for the Trapezoidal ilexacontahedral radome geom-

SI[ etry is added to the quantized pattern of a typical 50 to 55 wavelength
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aperture antenna. The effects of metallic interlocks in honeycomb
sandwich radomes and the ribs of MSFRs can be analyzed in the same
manner; however, different weighing factors are used for each type of

randomly oriented structure. The maximum value of the "scattered
energy level" is determined from the energy level associated with the
on-axis transmission loss. The difference, or weighting factors,
between dielectric and MSFRs is in the type of loss associated with
the on-axis transmission loss. The MSFR loss is essentially all
scattered energy loss while the honeycomb sandwich or solid dielectric
losses are composed of absorption and reflection losses; the scattered
or reflected energy losses may be used to establish the peak values
of the "scattered energy levels" for the various types of radonies.

C.' Boresight Shift Effects

The insert phase relations previously discussed for air
inflatable and honeycomb sandwich radomes sidelobe level changes
also produce boresight shift errors. The magnitude of these errors
depend upon the displacement between the antenna rotation axes and
the geometric center of the radome, as well as the dielectric proper-
ties of the radome material. These errors are illustrated in Fig. 22
for a particular antenna to radome configuration in which the radome
consists of a single dielectric layer. The boresight shift errors
normally encountered in air inflatable radomes are similar to, but of
a lower magnitude than, those illustrated in Fig. 22.

Reference to published performance data 8, 10 provides the
following representative bore sight shift information for honeycomb
sandwich and metal space frame radomes:

o Honeycomb Sandwich (140-ft. BEMEWS RADOME,
Boresight Error 0. 3 mils
Boresight Error Rate 0. 005 mils/mil

o Trapezoidal Hexacontahedral Metal Space Frame Radorne
Boresight Error 0.65 mils (maximum)II

0.20 mils (average)"1

o Icosahedral Metal Space Frame Radome
Boresight Error 0. 10 mils for 99% of

measured values.
0. 15 mils maximum

o Dodecahedral Metal Space Frame Radome
Boresight Error 0. 3 mils
Boresight Error Rate 0.005 mils/mil
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H
VL Conclusion

Three~basic types of radomes halve been described in the
previous test with corresponding transmission properties. For

T broadband operation there is a basic difference in the operation of
the dielectric or metal space fram,. radomes. The air-inflated
,adomes. and hbopeycomb iadomes are goqd for low, frequency opera-'' tion and become poorer as the skin thickness exceed a half wavelength
in electrical thickness. The metal space frame radome has a definite
low frequency p•utoff and become &,poorer,,vi th frequency when the
membranes between.,the metal space frame structure exceeds a half
wavelength in electrical thickness. The metal space frame radogne,
however, has the advantage in one respect that while the basic scatter-
ing losses are .higher,.,they remainrelatively constant with frequency,
and the upper limit 2of: the radome' s operation, like the-dielectric
radomes, is the skin thickness. The skin thickness in MSFRs ii
not used structurally as in the. aielectric:radirines. and thirefo-remay
be mad e-much thinner to maintain the high frequency operation.,

In general, the radome with the overallbest electrical
properties is the air inflated radome. For durability the dielectric
(honeycomb sandwich or solid diplectric) radome is best suited for
low frequency operation while the metal space frame radome is best
suited for frequencies above its low frequency cutoff. There is
obviously a cros~over. regionwhere more than one type of.radome
may satisfy the electrical transmission requirements. The selection
of a radome for crossover region operation thus progresses to a
tradeoff study between the cost factors and mechanical (structural)
requirements for each type of electrically acceptable radome,

I11
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RADOME THERMAL DESIGN FOR A MACH 4 MISSILE

R. P. Suess and L. B. Weckesser
Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory

introduction

Previous favorable experience with Pyroceram as a radome material led to
• its choice in a design study for a new Mach 4 missi j. Because the expected

thermal environment would be more severe than any previously encountered by
"the material, a thorough temperature and stress analysis had to be made to

*• insure the radome could withstane the flight thermal stresses.

Definition of Critical Thermal Environment

Before the temperature and stress analyses were performed, it was nec-
* essary to choose the one missile trajectory which would be the most thermally

severe. Because this could not be done by inspection, a trajectory analysis
was performed in whizh twenty-one representative trajectories, both ballistic
and line of sight, were considered. Each of these trajectories was used to
generate aerodynamic heating on several dummy geometries of varying thickness.
The trajectory chosen as the one which would generate the maximum radome
thermal stress was the one giving the highest rate of heat input; i.e., the
one generating the steepest temperature-time slope. Two interesting results
arose from the trajectory analysis:

1. The line of sight trajectories gave higher heating rates than
the ballistic trajectories and it was noted that the launch
angle did not influence the heating rate significantly.

2. The choice of the thermally severe trajectory was not affected
by material thickness.

Figure 1 presents the Mach number and altitude history of the trajectory
found most thermally severe. Note that the maximum Mach number of the
trajectory is considerably below the design number (4.0) of the study.
The trajectory analysis revealed that those trajectories which achieve a
Mach number of 4.0 were not critical from a radome thermal stress viewpoint.

Radome Temperature and Stress Analysis

The radome shape (Von-Karman) and thickness were dictated by other
than thermal considerations. However, thermal considerations did initiate
"an effort to determine if slightly blunting the radome would result in a
reduction of the thermal stresses. 3ince the maximum stress capability of
Pyroceram had never been firmly estab!ihed and the new environment was more
severe than any previously encountered, the fear existed that the material
would be pushed near the limit of its thermal stress capability. Any means
"of reducing the thermal stresses was, therefore, felt worthy of examination.



Figure 2 is a sketch of the two radomes analyzed; one a standard Von-Karman
shape and the other a Von-Karman blunted with a 1.35 inch radius. Only the
extrene forward portion of each radome was analyzed since experience had
shown that this area encompassed the region of maximum thermal stress.

Two-dimensional temperature analyses of both radomes were performed
utilizing the IBM 7090 computer program described in Reference (1). The pro-
gram is quite general in nature and can handle complicated three-dimensional
geometric configurations involving heat transfer by radiation, conduction,
and convection. The theory upon which the heat transfer calculations are
based includes a modified Colburn reference enthalpy method for computing

aerodynamic heating and a forward finite difference method for handling the
differential equations of heat condLction. Radiation is computed using the
Stefan-Boltzmann law.

Because radome-shaped bodies do not lend themselves to exact theoretical
stress solutions, they must be analyzed assuming the stresses can be approxi-
mated by cylindrical or spherical shell theory. In these radome stress analy-
ses, spherical theory was chosen since it yields more conservative (higher)
numbers than does cylindrical theory. The stresses were hand computed using
the temperature distributions generated from the heat transfer program described

above.

The analyses on both the pointed and blunted radomes produced temperature
variations over the surface such as are shown in Figure 3. It is obvious from
Figure 3 that a sharp rise in temperature occurs at the transition point from
laminar to turbulent flow on the shell portion of each radome. On both radomes
the transition Reynold's Number was assumed to be 1.5 x 106. On the pointed
radome the maximum temperature (855*F) occurs at the stagnation point as would
be expected. However, on the blunted radome the maximum temperature (705*F)
occurs not at the stagnation point but at the transition point. Figure 3 was
used as an aid to locate the points of maximum stress since these points can be
expected to occur at locations where the highest heat input has generated the
highest temperatures early in flight.

Because the maximum temperature on the blunted radome occurred at the
transition point, it was expected that the maximum stress would also occur
at that point. Figure 4 shows this to be true. The maximum stresses at the
transition and stagnation points are 16,850 psi and 14,800 psi, respectively.
These values are tensile stresses on the inside surface which are the most
critical stresses.

Figure 3 showed that the maximum temperature on the shell portion (i.e.,
away from the stagnation point) of the pointed radome occurred at the trans-
ition point. Consequently, the maximum stress on the shell portion also
occurred at that point. This stress was computed and is compared with the
maximum stcess on the blunted radome in Figure 5. As can be seen the stresses
are nearly identical. The conclusion to be drawn from this figure is that on
the shell portion of the pointed radome the tensile stresses are no more severe
than those on the blunted radome. In this area little value is gained by
blunting the radome.

However, by reference to Figure 6, it would seem that a substanitial
thermal stress advantage could be gained at the stagnation point by blunting
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the radome. This impression is given by the fact that the blunted radome
reaches a maximum stagnation point temperature of only 635'F in 7.5 secondo
while the pointed radome reaches 855*F in just 5 seconds. In addition, Fig-
ure 7 shows the extreme temperature gradient which exists along the centerline
of the pointed radome at 5 seconds. This gradient, though large, is such as
to generate compressive thermal stresses on the outside surface which are far
less critical than are tensile thermal stresses. However, the passing of time
would see a progressive decrease of compressive thermal stresses on the out-
side surface and a build up of tensile stresses on the inside surface. It
should be evident that the discussion of the pointed radome stagnation point
region has thus far been confined to temperature results. The reason for this
is that, due to the geometry of the area, no theoretical method (exact or
approximate) is known to calculate the thermal stresses in the immediate region
of the stagnation point.

Preliminary Experimental Compressive Stress Evaluation

In order to obtain an indication of whether the pointed radome could
withstpnd the high compressive stresses at the stagnation point, a test was
derived to determine what thermal environment would be necessary to cause a
compressive stress failure at the point. Figure 8 is a schematic of the test
apparatus used for this purpose. In this test, small samples of Pyroceram
measuring 1/4" x 1/8" x 3" were plunged into a molten aluminum bath and
placed in contact with the bottom of the container which was heated to the
desired temperature. The sole purpose of the molten aluminum was to vat the
surface of the samples and increase the thermal conductivity between the
bottom of the container and the test sample. After each test, the specimens
were examined under a 120 power microscope. No failure was noted at 1100*F
or in subsequent tests at 2000*F.

In an effort to find what was needed to generate a compressive thermal
stress failure, an oxy-acetylene torch was applied to the surface of a sample.
The torch generated temperatures high enough to melt the material - that is,
approximately 25000 F. After the test, cracking was noted indicating that a
compressive thermal stress failure had occurred. There was some concern that
the observed crack had occurred after the test during the rapid cool-down of
the sample. This was disproved when the test was repeated on another sample
which was slowly cooled after the test and a similar failure was noted. The

A conditions which caused this failure were obviously far more severe than can
be expected in flight. For this reason a preliminary conclusion was drawn
that no compressive thermal stress problem would exist with the pointed radome.

As a result of the theoretical and preliminary experimental work just
described, pointed Pyroceram radomes were indicated in the Mach 4 missile
study. Because of the complexity and the resultant uncertainty of the
theoretical analyses, it was decided further to verify the theoretical con-
clusions by testing several radomes at the Ordnance Aerophysics Laboratory
(OAL), Daingerfield, Texas.
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I
Full Scale Wind Tunnel Tests

The first experiments showed that the radomes could comfortably with-
stand the maximum flight tensile thermal stresses which they might face
(17,000 psi). Next it was decided to test three radomes to the limit of
the facility in order to attempt to cause tensile thermal stress failures.

The testing procedure employed for the Pyroceram radomes was as
follows. The radomes were held below the airstream until the tunnel conditions
had stabilized as much as possible (this required 4 to 6 seconds); the radomes
were then injected into the airstream (injection time 1/2 second) and remained
there for 14 seconds which was one second after the computed'time of peak thermal

stress. The radomes were then withdrawn from the airstream. Just prior to a

run the radomes were cooled to an initial temperature of +50*F or -10*F depending
on the stress level sought. This cooling was accomplished with a 002 spray in-
side the radomes. In order to hold the radomes at these reduced temperatures,
the radomes were wrapped in an asbestos cloth which blew off upon injection into
the airstream. The radomes were tested at a Mach number of 2.44, a total pres-
sure of 215 psi, and an average total temperature of approximately 1350*F.

On two of the three tests, good strain gage data was obtained. The results
of these tests are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The tunnel flow conditions were
essentially the same for both runs. The difference noted in maximum stress
between the two runs is due to the difference in initial temperature.

Comparison of Wind Tunnel Data with TheoryI
Because the radomes were instrumented with strain gages, there was an

opportunity to compare measured stresses with those theoretically computed.
In order to make this comparison, theoretical predictions were made using the
heat transfer computer program previously described. By this time the program
had been amended so that it would compute stresses (based on cylindrical or
spherical shell theory) in addition to temperatures. The theoretical results
shown in Figures 9 and 10 were generated by this combined program and are for
a location approximately two inches behind the stagnation point.

The experimental data from the first test is shown in Figure 9 compared
with theoretical predictions based on cylindrical and spherical shell theory.
The experimental and theoretical maximum stresses agree within 2 percent if
cylindrical theory is used for the comparison and within 10 percent if
spherical theory is used. in additic-2, the shape of the experimental and
theoretical curves is quite similar. The agreement is excellent particularly
since the analysis began with only the wind tunnel pressure and temperature-
time histories and Mach number as inputs. The somparison from the second test
is shown in Figure 10. The comparison between the theoretical and experimental
maximum stresses is once again good, (2 percent or 11 percent depending on
whether cylindrical or spherical theory is used). However, the shape of the
theoretical curves differ somewhat from the experimental. The reason for this
is unknown,1
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Since only a small awcunt of data was available for correlation, no firm
conclusions can be drawn from the theoretical and experimental, stress com-

j parisons. However, from the work that has been done, it is obvious that
cylindrical shell theory predicted the experimental stresses better thn
spherical shell theory.

Reference

(1) APL/JHU CF-2954, "Numerical Approximations in Ukat Transfer Problems and
Usage of 1BM 7090 Computer for Solutions", D. W. Fox, H. SIaw, Jr., and
J. Jellinek, May 17, 1962.
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RADOME MATERIALS RESEARCH AT RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

E. J. SmokeI and C. F. BerschI
Introduction

Some years ago, on a Navy sponsored research program on

ceramic radomes, a rather intensive examination of the micro-

structure of certain type ceramics was undertaken. The void

U content was of particular interest. It was found that all the

industrial impervious high alumina compositions (85 to 99% alumina)

evaluated contained from 8 to 12% by volume of voids. It was

further found some time later that this void volume, especially in

larger specimens, was not uniform but varied over this rarne in a

I given specimen. This type of structure is not conducive to good

radar transmission; a need to improve it led to the development of

the "Prereacted Raw Materials" technique.

I Prereacted Raw Materials Arproach

In essence this technique uses the finished products of in-

dustry as raw material, which, after being reduced to a controlled

particle size distribution, is fabricated and fired again. Figure

1 shows the effect of firing temperature on the bulk density of a

I typical high alumina body processed conventionally and by prere-

acted raw materials technique. Note the marked increase in bulk

density, decrease in firing temperature and increase in firing

range resulting by the application of this technique.

iRutgers, Tne State University, New Brunswick, N. J.
2 Bureau of Naval Weapons, Department of the Navy, Washington 25,

D. C.I
I
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Tho prooodure by which this was accomplished is as follows:

tho complete composition was dry mixed in a muller type mixer with

sufficient water and additives for extrusion into 1/8" diameter

rods without de-airing. The rods were dried, broken into small

lengths and fired to maturity. After firing they were wet ground

in an alumina lined mill, containing alumina grinding media, to a

controlled particle size distribution in which all particles are

finer than 44 microns and approximately 15% are finer than 1

micron. Figure 2 shows this particle size distribution curve plus

compositions and other pertinent data. Note that after the first

firing the bulk density is only 88.5% of the true density of this

composition. Radomes were fabricated by the drain slip casting

method using only the prereacted composition, water and deflo-'

cculant. After drying the specimens were fired to the temperature

noted in Figure 2. The bulk density was increased to 3.68 which

is 99% of the true density of this composition. The true density

is 3.71 as determined by the pycnometer method. Figure 3

demonstrates the effect of firing on the moisture absorption, bulk

density and apparent density. Note that apparent density is the

pycnometer density. Thus the prereacted raw materials technique

results in: (1) grinding out the voids; (2) redistributing the

compositional discontinuities; and, (3) supplying a particle size

distribution conducive to high fired bulk density. Further this

particle size distribution results in sufficient fines for a

deflocculated system which makes it possible to make the radomes
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3 by the Blip casting procedure.

Slip casting has been utilized to fabricate ogive radomes

with fired dimensions up to 16" base diameter by 50" high to the

same high quality described above, namely 99% of true density.

I Some specimens weighed up to 125 lbs. The same prereacted raw

material was fabricated isostatically at up to 45,000 psi with no

improvement in quality over that attained by conventional slip

casting.

Radar transmission was very good. Other engineering proper-

I ties were at least as good as those attained by conventional

methods and in most cases much better.

Studies To Reduce Firing Temperature

I The advantages of the prereacted raw materials technIque

led to a Navy sponsored research program entitled "Development of

Refractory Ceramics Which Can Be Processed Considerably Lower Than

T r Maximum Use Temperature." Three temperatures ranges areI~~~~~ Their MxmmUeTmeaue he eprtrsrne r

being studied: 3000OF and above; 2600-3000°F and 1800-2600OF.I
3000OF and Above

For the highest temperature range alumina was selected as the

refractory phase for study. Considerable effort has been expended

studying the sintering characteristics of this material; however

the present objective is to determine the conditions, including

lowest firing temperature, under which 99% of true density can be

* attained.

I
I
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Three compositions were chosen for intensive study: Compo-

sition C is 100% alumina; Composition R is 99.75% Alumina, 0.25%

magnesia; and, Composition CR is 98.0% Alumina and 2.0% magnesia.

Both raw materials are 99.99% pure. The function of the magnesia

is to minimize grain growth. The mechanism may be solid solution

however this remains to be proven. The Compositions were wet

mixed and specimens fabricated by dry pressing. Air as a firing

atmosphere is not conducive to attaining high percentage of true

density. Considerable work is reported on firing in various

atmospheres; however the conditions vary appreciably. Hydrogen,

helium and vacuum were selected for 6tudy. The first two were

chosen because they can diffuse quite readily. Further, hydrogen

is an active gas and is a reducing agent which can produce defects;

also, it may diffuse as H0 , H+ and possibly as H2 . Helium is an

inert gas and its small size and its high diffusion rate are its

prime assets. Vacuum will reduce the gas pressure within the

0 oviA mn,
4

-~4 -- -n^ A4 A It -Is -
-&AIA O ... .. "o from•,,*•^- he struat-ure. All comps-

sitions were fired for 1, 3, 5 and 7 hours respectively at 1550,

1650, 1700 and 1750 0 C respectively. A special molybdenum resist-

ance furnace was used for all fires.

Bulk density or percentage of true density is difficult to

determine directly as the true density of those compositions con-

taining magnesia is difficult to establish. Percent total

porosity was measured instead and was determined by bulk density

measurements and augmented petrographically in the lowest porosity
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rogion.
Figure 4 shows the effect of firing time on percent total

porosity of all three compositions fired in hydrogen, helium and

vacuum over the time-temperature range discussed above. The ob-

SI jective is the lowest firing temperature at which 99% of true

density, or, less than 1% porosity is attained. This is attained

by firing in vacuum to 1550 0 C (2822 0 F) after a three hours soaking

3 period with the CR composition (2% MgO), and after 7 hours with

the R composition (1/4" MgO). It can also be obtained by firing

I in hydrogen to 16500 C (30000F) after a 1 hour soaking period with

either of the compositions containing magnesia. Further it can

be realized by firing to the same temperature in helium but only

after approximately a 4 hours soak. To approach true density or

total porosity less than 0.1% it is necessary to fire to 17500 C

I in either vacuum or hydrogen. The R composition (1/4% MgO)

attains this quality at one hour soak in either atmosphere. The

CF composition (2% MgO) must be fired approximately 3 hours to

reach this quality. The percent total pore volume of the pure

alumina composition reaches a minimum of 1.9% at the highest

temperature but only in a vacuum. The reason for this is the

exaggerated grain growth exhibited by this composition. The

magnesia included in the R and CR compositions acts as a grain

3 growth inhibitor. Further it results in a higher sintering rate;

the postulated reason is that it is due to solid solution with

3 alumina creating a greater concentration of vacancies. Figure 5

i'I
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shows that the maximum average crystal size developed in either

of the magnesia containing compobitions is 18 microns while that

of the pure alumina at the highest temperature is 35 microns.

Spinel formation is detected in both magnesia-containing compo-

sitions.

Thus the lowest temperature at which a nearly pure alumina

composition can attain less than one percent total pore volume is

15500 C (2822 0 F). This is accomplished using 2% magnesia as a

grain growth inhibitor and firing in a vacuum for 3 hours. At

1/4% magnesia this quality is reached only after seven hours soak.

A hydrogen atmosphere necessitates an increase in firing temper-

ature to 1650 0 C (3000CF) and soaking for 1 hour, while when firing

in helium the soaking period must be increased to 4 hours; this

h~olds for both magnesia containing compositions. The total pore

volume of the pure alumina composition never gets below 1.9% even

at the highest temparature and soaking periods.

2600-3000OF

The procedures adapted for the second temperature range,

2600-3000 0 F, utilized the prereacted raw materials technique. The

objective was to determine the mechanisms which result in the long

firing range and allow retention of the engineering properties

well above the minimum maturing temperature. The high alumina

portion of the MgO.A1 2 03.SiO2 triaxial was studied from 72-96%

alumina. The prereacted raw materials procedure described earlier

was used with the exception that the calcined material was ground

i
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to pass 325 mesh only, because the problems involved in attempting

to duplicate the particle size distribution curve in Figure 2 were

many and time consuming. The decreased control of the particle

size distribution results in a lower bulk density than can be

attained; however, a much improved quality over that attained by

5 the conventional procedure resulted in all cases. Further the

specimens were dry pressed rather than cast. Again, the problems

of attaining a deflocculated system or casting slip were felt to

be too time consuming.

Twenty compositions as noted in Figure 6 were weighed and

dry mixed with sufficient water for extrusion Into 1/8"' diameter

rods which were dried and calcined to 2000, 2600, 2700 and 2800°F

respectively. These 80 batches were then ground to pass 325 mesh,

pressed into 1-1/2 0.D. x 1/8" thick specimens and fired to 2600,

1 2700, 2800 and 29000° respectively. Bulk density, moisture ab-

sorption, crystal phases, etc., were determined.

The compositions located on the alumina-silica binary are

quite refractory and none mature within the temperature range under

study. All other compositions attained 0.0% moisture absorption

I at 2700OF with the exception of composition #53 which attains it

at 2600 0 F. In general the density tends to increase through the

2800°F fire. The improvement in quality is illustrated by a

Stypical composition In this area which when fabricated normally

and fired to 2800°F has a density of 2.79 and a moisture absorp-

I tion of 9.0%. However when fabricated by the prereacted raw

I
I
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materials method it has a density of 3.58 and a moisture absorp-

tion of 0.00%.

The presintering fire is primarily a phase formation process

in which crystalline phases and glass are being formed. When this
fire is 2600 0 F or higher the bulk density after the sintering or

final fire is practically independent of the presintering firing

temperature. In general those specimens made of 2000OF presintered

material must be subjected to a higher sintering fire.

In the final or sintering fire the melting temperatures of

the ternary compounds present, cordierite 2MgO.2Al 203"5Si 2 and/or

sapphirine 4MgO.5A120 3.2Si0 2 , are exceeded (approximately 2 6 500 F).

These phases have incongruent melting temperatures, that is, they

form a glass and a crystalline phase; the cordierite theoretically

forms mullite and a glass while sapphirine forms spinel and a

glass. These glasses combine with that resulting from the presin-

tering fire to form the bond. This results in a 0.00% moisture

absorption by 2700 0 F. The reason for the compositions having a

long firing range is that mullite and spinel are dissolved, form-

ing more alumina as determined by X-ray analysis, thus maintaining

a changing glass composition of sufficient refractoriness and

high viscosity to prevent slumping or overfiring. These are

essentially non-equilibrium reactions taking place in a rather

sluggish system.

An attempt was then made to determine whether these mech-

anisms were adaptable to other compositional systems. The high
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alumina region of the CaO.A1203 Si0 2 system was selected for study

because: (1) calcia is a more potent flux then magnesia; (2) the

1 ternary compounds in this system melt congruently; and (3) the

calcium ion is quite similar to the magnesium ion. Four compo-

sitions were systematically selected at 90% alumina from one side

to the other in the triaxial. They were fabricated convention-

ally and by prereacting in the same manner as the magnesia

I containing bodies.

In general the compositions made by prereanting mature at

2500OF which is 1000 lowei' than, and at 10% higher density than

those prepared conventionally. Further, they matured 200OF lower

than those compositions containing magnesia. The firing range

appears to be quite extensive. X-ray and petrographic studies

show that the glass forms by congruent melting and that a higher

glassy content is present than in the magnesia containing bodies.

All compositions exhibited low transverse strength properties

ranging from 11,500 to 20,800 psi; the value for a comparable

3 magnesia containing body is 35,000 psi. The electrical properties

varied appreciably and on the whole are poorer than comparable

magnesia containing bodiez. These poor properties appear to be

due to the rather high glass content.

The prereacted raw materials approach definitely aids in in-

3 creasing percentage of true density and results in decreasing the

maturing temperature. The system in which incongruent melting

took place along with the changing glass composition with

I
U
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increasing temperature, resulted in superior engineering proper-

1800-26o 600

In the lowest temperature range, 1800-2600 0 F, the "devitri-

fication" approach of the prereacted raw materials technique is

being used. Here the complete composition is melted resulting iUn

mixing on an atomic basis, and, on cooling in attaining a randomly

oriented structure or glass. After fritting the composition is

ground to a controlled particle size distribution and specimens

of this "powdered glass" are pressed. During a subsequent fire a

crystalline phase or phases devitrify and as the temperature is

incteased the composition matures to a body containing crystals

bonded by a glass. This procedure results in structures which are

99% of their true density with marked improvements in physical

and electrical properties.

The first crystalline phase selected for study was cordierite

2MgO.2A1 2 03.5SiO2. Its incongruent melting temperature is

approximately 26250 F. Its important property is its low linear

thermal expansion at approximately 2 x 1 0 61'/'"/oC. Little infor-

mation is available on the thermal expansion characteristic of

the cordierite area of crystallization in the MgO.A1 2 0 3 .SiO2

system. The first objective was to systematically study this

property and the firing characteristics of compositions in this

area. Figure 7 shows the compositions studied.
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3 In the compositional area of cordierite (Figure 7) the linear

thermal expansion increases as the silica content with the

cordierite compound exhibiting the lowest value. There is little

3 change in this property with magnesia and alumina variations at

any given silica content. The overall range is 1.3 to 6.5 x 10-6.

All compositions exhibit rather short firing ranges. To the

present, composition 8 shows the most promise, with a firing range

I of about 500C, resulting in 0.00% moisture absorption and a bulk

density of 2.39.

Summarv

Navy sponsored research on ceramic radomes and radome mater-

ials has resulted in the "Prereacted Raw Materials" technique

by which ceramics can be made quite readily to 99% of their true

3 density which quality results in good radar transmission. This

earlier work led to a research program entitled "Development of

Refractory Ceramics That Can Be Processed At Temperatures Consider-

3 ably Lower Than Their Maximum Use Temperature." Three temper-

ature ranges are being studied.

3 The first range is 3000OF and above, and pure alumina is the

principal crystalline phase under study. Magnesia was added in

small percentages as a grain growth inhibitor. The effect of

3 firing time and temperature in vacuum, helium and hydrogen

atmospheres is being studied. The minimum conditions under which

3 99% of true density or 1% porosity can be attain are: firing

temperature - 1550°C; atmosphere - vacuum; soak time - 3 hours;

I
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and grain growth inhibitor - 2% magnesia.

The second temperature range is 26000 -3000 0 F. The prere-

acted raw materials technique as applied to compositions in

MSO.A1 2 03 .SiO2 system results in complete maturity at 2700°F and

stability above 2900OF. High density was attained, however to

4 reach 99% of true density, a controlled grinding of the prereacted

material is necessary.

In the third temperature range, 1800-2 6 00OF the "devitri-

fication" approach to the prereacted raw materials technique is

used. This necessitates the melting of the complete composition

and thus the fabrication of a powdered glass. Cordierite is the

crystalline phase presently under study.
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I COMMENTS ON THE SYNTHESIS OF LONGITUDINALLY INHOMOGENEOUS
PLASMA-DIELECTRIC MEDIA

I by
Martin C. Blyseth

Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation

3 I. INTRODUCTION:

The major aim of this paper is to demonstrate how the techniques of n-dimen-
sional optimization have been combined with certain evaluation procedures to yield a
technique for the synthesis of longitudinally inhomogeneous, plasma-dielectric media.

There exist a number of relatively practical methods for evaluating the reflection and
transmission coefficients of longitudinally inhomogeneous media for which distributions
of dielectric constant and conductivity (or collision frequency and electron density for
a plasma) can be specified analytically in terms of the optimization variables and
thereby made compatible with the n-dimensional optimization teczhnique. This paper
will discuss the application for three media, namely:

1 1. a homogeneous multilayer using standard multilayer evaluation techniques,

2. an inhomogeneous multilayer composed of linear and quadratic variationas
usi ng a matrix multiplication evaluation technique and,

1 3. a continuously defined inhomogeneous structure using iterative techniques.

The first method is essentially that presented by the author at the 1962 ASD-
OSU Electromagnetic Window Symposium; however, an extension of the technique to
the design of metal-backed multilayers will be shown and its applicability to the design
of microwave absorbing materials discussed. The second method is presently of
interest in the field of plasma diagnostics. The matrix evaluation technique is used
for evaluation of inhomogeneous plasma-dielectric media where the variations in the
parameters which define the media (i. e., dielectric constant, conductivity, collision
frequency or electron density) are approximated in a piecewise-continuous sense by
linear and quadratically varying stratifications. Although limited here to the normal
incidence evaluation of structures composed of dielectric regions and plasma regions,
the general scheme considers the problem as that of synthesizing a cascaded two-port
network and has been used to synthesize distributed and lumped parameter filters as
well. For these reasons a greater emphasis will be placed on this method than on
the other two methods.

The third method has at present apparently only one major application, the
design and synthesis of continuous parameter micrcwave absorbers. The description
of this method ties together the n-dimensional optimization technique and the iterative
type solutions such as those exhibited by J. 11. Richmond, 9 C. T. Swift, and J. S.
Evans 15 and arrives at a procedure capable of synthesizing inhomogeneous plasma-
dielectric media.

11
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II. THE BASIC APPROACH

The basic philosophy of the n-dimensional optimization technique is to create
a function of the design parameters, often referred to as the merit or quality function,
which attains its maximum value when the required design characteristics are achieved.

A Once this is done one may call upon the well formulated n-dimensional optimization
I techniques of gradient projection1 0 , 1 1 and dynamic programming. 2 Although the
• method of gradient projection often consumes more computer time during execution

than the dynamic programming method, it always maintains the interrelatedness of
the optimization variables during the optimization process and is therefore the
essential method for true synthesis problems. To the knowledge of this author, the
dynamic programming procedure has not as yet been applied to the design of multi-
layers and should provide an additional design technique.

Evaluation and synthesis techniques of this nature are inherently computer
~ oriented and if sufficient generality is built into the basic optimization computer pro-
i grams, a whole host of problems may be attacked without any reprogramming. To

apply such techniques one must have 1) a means to evaluate the characteristics of the
basic structure for the determination of the merit function and 2) a means to associate

~ the parameters of the structure with the optimization variables. At Grumman we have
chosen to separate these two operations into separate computer routines or sub-
routines. For the class of problems of interest here, a computational procedure
performs a frequency or frequency - incidence angle study (which ever is appropriate),
as is generally done, and compares the resultant characteristics with the desired
characteristics (which are fed to the computer separately) to generate the desired

A merit function. The merit function most often used is an error function which is
expressed below in terms of the overall scattering coefficients 6 of the structure:

0 fS~~W.1 -
S8=-f W.2 . df d 0 2.1 •_

is O! fl

1 1

wr and1W1 andW 2 arear-where S are the three scattering terms S1, S12= S21 and S22, a _2
bitrary weighting functions which may be functions of f and 0. The prime denotes the
desired characteristics for a design problem or the measured values for a true synthe-
sis problem. The scattering notation is maintained because it is a universal notation for
multilayer media as well as for lumped and distributed parameter networks.

The operation of associating the parameters of the structure with the optimiza-
4 tion variables will be discussed in the following sections and may be accomplished in a

number of ways dependent upon the type of structure used. As a point of interest, if
this entire operation is properly contained in a subroutine the amount of programming

S from problem to problem can be reduced to a few simple statements (e. g. , E (2)
"J = X(3); interpreted as, the dielectric constant of the second layer is derived from
I the third optimization variable).

4 2
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I HI. A. THE HOMOGENEOUS MULTILAYER

A multilayer structure comprised of cascaded homogeneous layers is used as
an academically - exact model for radome wals and is often used as an approximation
to continuously varying longitudinally inhomogeneous media. The reflection and trans-
mission coefficients for arbitrary angles of incidence of the basic n-layer model can
be calculated using either a concise computational formalism such as that of J. F.
Carpenter 7 or a matrix multiplication procedure as illustrated by R. E. Collin. 8
In either case, the parameters are the dielectric constants, conductivities and thick-
nesses of the individual layers, any or all of which may be directly related to the
optimization variables on a 1-to-i basis as illustrated in reference 3. If the multi-
layer is to be used as an approximation, then the parameters under optimization will
in general far outnumber the optimization variables (for practical reasons only), and
will be described by "Grouping Functions." Examples of the use of "Grouping Func-
tions" whereby a small number of optimization variables are used to assign the
locations and feeding coefficients of hundreds of antenna elements will be fully
described in reference 5.

Reference 3 contains a number of examples of optimized dielectric multilayers.
However, to extend the technique to include metal backed dielectric multilayers is of
decided importance in the field of radar absorbers. The reflection coefficients for
such a structure may be obtained by simply modifying the last interface reflection
coefficients in Carpenter's formulation, 7 namely let

!r
rm-1,m = L1 = - rm, M-1 3.1

I where the (+) sign is for parallel and the (-) sign for perpendicular polarization. If
matrix notation is used, one merely terminates the overall scattering matrix with
the proper reflection coefficient and calculates the overall input reflection coefficient
using,

S. S Sl12 $ 21 S L3.

In $ 1 1 + I-SL 3.2
I SL =L 22

Swhere SL

Using this technique with the merit function in Section H it has been shown possible to
design multilayer microwave absorbers having peak absorptive efficiency over several
discrete frequency bands.

E HI. B. INHOMOGENEOUS MULTILAYERS

If inhomogeneous layers are cascaded as a multilayer it becomes possible
to approximate arbitrarily inhomogeneous media in a piecewise-continuous manner
(See Figure 1). Tn particular, for normal incidence or for perpendicular polarization
and arbitrary incidence angles, there exist solutions (series type) for a number of
variations. These solutions are applicable to the study of TE wave propagation in
waveguides and, in the field of plasma diagnostics to a problem of general concern,
the synthesis and evaluation of a contained plasma.

III 3



The analysis technique begins with the determination of the scattering and
scattering transfer matrix for an inhomogeneous slab in terms of the linearly inde-

• pendent solutions to the pertinent wave equation namely f(z) and g(z). 4 The scat-
• tering matrix for the normal incidence case is given by:

S21 = 2Y1 [ 0(d) f' (d) - q'(d) f(d)]

S32 = 2Y3 I•(O) f'(0) - At1O)f(0) +A

S$11 [f(d) I y g(0) + Y7g'(O)) + f'(d) q'(O) + y, g(O)} +

"g-(d) Ij V1 .f(O) + Y7 f'(O)} - g'(d){f'(O) + A

3.3

Saa = [f(d) IY1 ')'q(0) - y. q'(O0) + f'(d) g'(0) - (0) +

-q(d) {V1  Jf(O) - Y. f(0) - (d) f' (0) - V1f(O)}] ÷.

~ where

= [f(d) (Y 1 Y3(0) Y2° & (o) + f'(d) giQ (0) g' (o)) +
-q(d) { V1 7.f(0) - Yaf' (0) 1 - q'(d) { 71f(0)- f'(O)}]

From these expressions we can see that if f(z) or g(z) contain any arbitrary fixed
constants as multipliers, (i. e., af(z)) then these may be discarded.

The scattering transfer matrix coefficients are then simply given by:

2 1R = (R - ) A = =

R3 3

3.4

R3 R3
* where

R, = Va ff(d) (0) - q(d) f(0) + f'(d) g'(0) - g'(d) f'(0)

Re Y2 (f(d) Q'(0) - g(d)-'(0)} + V1 {fI(d) g(0) - g'(d) f(0)}

R3 ~2Y' q (d) f(d) - d d .

R4 2Y2 [(o)of'() g'(lf(0o)]

where V1 and y2 are the propagation coefficients of the exterior boundary media,
at ports 1 and 2 respectively. 4



I Once the coefficients for the individual matrices are determined, the total transfer
matrix for the cascaded system is found by simple matrix multiplication. Since it is
not necessary that the normalized scattering matrices be used, the only requirement
is that the mating terminal planes have the same reference wave impedance.

The homogeneous media together with the linearly and quadratically varying
media constitute the three basic structureE considered. All these elements contain
loss terms and, being free from the commonly invoked assumptions, exhibit realistic
characteristics. For instance, the inclusion of a non-zero collision term eliminates
the possibility of the plasma becoming non-propagating. These elements are reallyall that is necessary to provide a very accurate piecewise approximation of any pre-
scribed inhomogeneous media.

For a class of linear inhomogeneities the field equation takes the form

da E(z) + ()2 [pP,. Q+ ] E(z)=.0o 3.6
dQz]

which can be reduced to the Airy form. 13 The generalized solutions and their
derivatives are given by, (

l r(o) •+ 12ff•-,•- t DIO)•_
1l 11 (k+ /3)

k=O

I 9(o) D()Q-1 I + (3Q) C-1
tl (3U+1) n[ (k+1/3)

k=O 3.7

~~O)=4w(0)]2Q~l1 V o D(V(I
- •=1 . !(3t+2) (k +,'/.3)

k=O

•=i ~t nIT (k+1/3)

i where k=O )
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The expreasions for P, Q and D are tabulated in Figure 2. For the linear
variation, the series defined by the four summations in Equation 3. "7 are absolutely

AN. convergent. However, for certain ranges of Q and D the series converge very slowly
and the accumulative terms rise to large values which exceed the computer limits
and in turn invalidate the particular computation. Since this computer deficiency
does not necessarily coincide with the point at which the asymptotic, large argument
expansions or approximations become valid, no asymptotic solutions were formulated.
In lieu of this, the computational procedure is altered when the accuracy falters and
a multilayer approximation is incorporated to calculate the coefficients. Experience

S has shown that when the multilayer approximation is used the results are comparable
providing the slope is << 1 or the number of layers per wavelength is large enough.1 , 14

A quadratic variation has application in regions having an initially zero slope.
A number of quadratic variations can be put in the form

d2E(W)
dW3  + (2 w L We]E(W)=0 3.8

The solutions for this equation are given by the Weber-Hermite polynomials and
S expressed hei-e I terms of the confluent hypergeometric functions nFm. 12  The

specific series used, 1F1, is convergent for all values of a, b, and x both complex
and real excluding b = 0, -1, -2, ... , and is given by

2-1

IF, a;b;x ]= + =0 (

SI1 (b+k) n!
I• k--=0

Utilizing the derivative properties of 1F1, namely

S- I I• F a;b;x] - - F, a+1; b+1; x

and the ability to discard arbitrary constants, the solutions to 3.8 and their derivativesSbecome -~

f(z) = We 1F1 [ 1  . 3 ; DW ]

3.9

-.15wa
qg(z) = e 2 IF, ; 1 we]

6

I!' ' ! I 1 !



-DW

f '(z) = e 2 27D W IF 2Wj j7 5~

2] IT - 1
+ D- w IF , 1 4 2; T Dw ,

_DW2

I2 It) [F5 -
q'(z) = e DW 1- (2)a IFL T _; b;DWJ

I I D[4Dy 2 1 .

Irii_
where D = +2ir QI

The reversed element (Case II) wvith a zero slope occurring at z = d can be obtained by
logically switching S 1 and S22 or by redefining the variations. The variable W was
introduced to unify these various configurations. Since dW/dz = 1 and d 2W/dz 2 = 0

for the transformations W = z and W = z-d a simple relation between the two cases
exists. The coefficients for Equations 3. 9 are tabulated in Figure 3.

In essence, it is the ability to approximate arbitrary distributions in a piece-
wise continuous manner which makes the evaluation technique compatible with the op-
timization process.

The synthesis process is initiated by choosing an initial estimate of the dis-
tribution. The distribution is then piecewise approximated by N elements (See Fig.
1). The 2N + 1 optimization variables are v, and Wp, defined as the collision fre-
quency of the ith layer and the plasma frequency atthe junction of layer i and i-i.
The only physical constraints imposed are that 0 - v, < - and 0 t- Wpi < - .
For a dielectric media, the variables would be the dielectric constants and conductivities
at the multilayer interfaces. A lossy, non-symmetical, reciprocal structure such as
this is defined by the three complex quantities $11, $12 = $21 and S22.

1 For convenience, let these quantities be denoted by SJ when measured and
S1 when calculated such that if the estimated structure is the actual structure, then
Si'= Sj. If the function to be optimized is an error function defined such that it re-
mains_ 0, then the optimization program will operate on the variables utilizing
gradient projection in such a manner as to reduce the function to zero. One of many
ways to express an error function for this problem is shown below:

1 7I



• W2

P J ;S ?I d w 0

"am > 0
• bj > 0

If e =0 for particular W p and v , then S = S' between W 1 and )2 and the result-
ant structure is a terminal equivalent mode~l of the plasma distribution for wo, < o:! •wa.
It is not the intent of this discussion to belabor the many facets of the optimization pro-
gram and the techniques for establishing suitable error functions since these are ex-
plained in the references. It is sufficient to note that for a large number of elements
and given accurate data, the results should be comparable with those obtained in the
homogeneous multilayer designs.

To date this technique has not been applied to any plasma device for which
there was experimentally derived data. However, specific models have been set up
which have successfully demonstrated the application. One important conclusion can
be drawn from the examples. Namely, as expected, it is important to have as accu-
rate and complete a spectrum (i. e. numerous values of the reflection and transmission
coefficients) as possible for a successful synthesis process.

The outlined procedures offer a highly systematized approach to the evalua-
tion and synthesis of longitudinally inhomogeneous plasma-dielectric media,. For
plasma media, a piecewise continuous approximation to the electron density and a
stepwise approximation to the collision term, may be accomplished sinultatnsously.
For dielectric media, piecewise continuous approximations may be utilized for both
the dielectric constant and conductivity. Since the technique allows the incorporation
of both dielectric and plasma media within the same structure, it affords a means to
obtain approximate results for problems encountered in shock tubes, discharge tubes,
missile wakes and re-entry plasmas. Similarly, the technique can be applied to in-
vestigating and determining optimum designs in non-uniform-wall iradomes and micro-
wave absorbing materials. It is important to note that the optimization process is in
essence operating on the parameters which define the overall scattering matrix. Once
this generality is established, the individual scattering matrices may represent lumped
or distributed parameter networks. From a programming standpoint at Grumman, the
problem has been viewed as the general optimization of a system of cascaded two ports.
The individual matrix coefficients are determined within specific subroutines in terms
of a general array of parameters. An entire library of subroutines has been set up to
cover such standard components as a length of waveguide, waveguide bends, various
lumped parameter networks, and the plasma and dielectric elabs. The only pro-
gramming necessary for any problem is that required to associate the optimization
variables with the parameters under optimization. The choice of components and their
order is accomplished by merely specifying and properly arranging input data.

III. C. CONTINOUSLY DEFINED INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIA (NON-MULTILAYER)

Although the piecewisu - continuous approximation of Ill B. can be applied to

a variety of problems, there may arise instances when it is desirable to encompass
both incidence polarizations in the design or synthesis problem. An example of this
would be the problem of TM-wave propagation in waveguides utilizing inhomogeneous

8



I components as loads or filters. The programming necessary to arrive at the trans-
mission and reflection coefficients for this problem, by virtue of the iterative tech-
niques used, is more involved than that for the formalism of IMI A. or the series inIM11 B. However, once the program for general evaluation studies is made available
it can be stripped of all the printed output and automatic plotting routines (inherent to
programs produced for research studtes) and packaged as a basic subroutine for use3 with the optimization programs.

Although the schematization of references 9 and 15 may be employed directly
for purely dielectric or purely plasma media, the practical problem of generating a
plasma discharge necessitates the inclusion of dielectric retaining walls in the anal-
ysis. This problem is solved by determining the scattering parameters for the in-
homogeneous plasma portion separately and using the three-element sandwich equa-
tions or matrix multiplication to evaluate the overall structure.

The association of the optimization variables to the parameters of the struc-
ture is dependent upon the form of the function chosen to describe the inhomogeniety.
For instance if the distribution of electron density (which is proportional to the square
of the plasma frequency) and collision frequency are assumed to be of the form

IM N
W2 az n-1 =Waz --

CA~p (z) = an n(z) an
-=1 n=m+l o < z <d

then the N optimization variables, xn, are the unknowns an (i. e., an = xn). An in-
teresting application arises when the general form of the distributions are arrived
at heuristically and only a few parameters need be determined. To illustrate more
clearly assume that the electron density and the collision frequency are assumed to
have the following form;

d 2 d 2
- a 2  (z - 2 -)- ( z - --)

2p(z ale 2 2 Wz = a e 2
'o ) (7) 3

where d is the confinement distance. This lends itself to a simple specification of the
optimization variables, namely an = xn. Since the gross form of the distribution
is assumed known, only four parameters have to be determined - - a circumstance
for which the application of n-dimensional optimization is highly practical.

* IV CONCLUSIONS

The use of a n-dimensional optimization as an engineering design tool is be-
coming more wide spread and, as the number of applications increases, the stockpile
of available design data will grow. This will be essential to compentently evaluate
for future applications the relative merits of the various optimization methods and
modifications thereof. The application to pure synthesis is a problem presently un-
dergoing investigation at Grumman and will undoubtedly remain more of a laboratory or
research tool than a practical design technique.

As a design technique it has proven successful in the design of radome walls,
microwave absorbers, and antenna arrays and has certain distinct advantages. How-
ever, the total merit of any scheme must weigh factors such as cost along with less
tenable entities as the loss in the intuitive reasoning behind the final design. As a

9
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suggestion - it is advisable to take advantage of the sophisticated automation, pre-
• sumably built into the computer programs, to keep the number of manhours spent

handling cards and programs to a minimum. This allows the hard-core analytic de-
sign groups, which will never be eliminated, to work in conjunction with the com-

Sputer towards the end goal of a better design.

.I
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QUALM CONTROL AND NON-DES=CTMIVE TESTING

Or DDEBOTRIC COU'MP

IU&NG ~THE MICROWAVE THICKNESS GAUGE

Py J. D. Leonard and G. T. Stropki

North American Aviation, Inc.
Columbus, Ohio

Introduction

In recent years many methods have been investigated and various techniques
Implemented to measure and control the wall thickness of radomes, antenna
covers, printed circuit boards and other items utilizing dielectric materials.
The more successful approaches have involved the use of electromagnetic
energy in the microwave region. These include various interferometer
techniques which make use of the relationships between reflected or trans-
mitted energy and the physical parameters of interest.

Since the factors which enter into the design of radomes (physical thickness,
incidence angle, relative dielectric constant and wavelength) are interre-
lated, it is convenient to consider them together in terms of "electrical
thickness". it is principally this quantity which is observed in the various
applications of interferometry to measurement and cc'ntrol problems.

A highly successful device was developed by North American Aviation, Inc.,
Columbus Division in thw early phases of the A3J radome development as a
result of the neEd for greater precision in electrical thickne.•s control
than was otherwisn obtainable. Results obtained using the TG (Microwave
Thickness Gauge) were first reported in a paper presented at the 0SU-WADD
Symposium on Electromagnetic Windows in 1960. Since that time, its value in
non-destructive testing and quality control of dielectric components has
eliminated all correction by "patching" and has assured a high degree of
uniformity and reprolucibility. A variety of other applications, a few of
which are described below, have further demonstrated its usefulness and
versatility.

Theory of Operation

The MJG utilizes basic microwave components which are assembled as shown in
FI 1.

*!
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- OVideo Output
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FIGURE I - MICROWAVE THICKNESS GAUGE BLOCK DI M

Operation of the Gauge is described with the aid of Figure 2. When the probe
is properly positioned against the materiel to be measured, the reflecting
surface produces a standing-wave in the probe assembly, advancing or re-
tarding in relative position as the frequency is swept. The sweep voltage
applied to the backward wave oscillator is also fed to the horizontal input
of the oscilloscope, and the output of the probe detector is fed to the input
of the vertical amplifier of the oscilloscope. In this manner a waveform
representing the standing-wave amplitudes at the detector as a function of
frequency is presented on the scope. Normally a sinple minimum is displayed
in an inverted form as a peak. The marker frequency meter is a reaction
cavity type and may be adjusted to the frequency at which the displayed
peak occurs on the oscilloscope.

As the material thickness varies at the probe, the electrical length of the
line changes between the reflecting surface and the detector coupling point,
and the resultant standing-wave minimum (displayed as a peak) shifts its
position horizontally on the scope. The marker pip, however, remains at the
saime point horizontally on the scope. Hence, the relative motion between the
peak position and the marker pip on the oscilloscope is a measure of the
electrical path l.ength through the dielectric material, and calibration of
this motion may b'ý performed with a sample of known thickness.

2
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FIGUJRE 2 - SCOPE DISPLA AM STAflRn WAVE r0T1ATIONSHIPI
The rear surface of the material to be measured must be coated with a highly
conductive reflective substance. A suitable substance for this purpose re-
quired development, since metallic material with adbesive backing is, in
general, unsuitable. A plastic spray with imbedded silver particles was
developed which can be applied to irregular shapes without wrinkling and is
readily removable by stripping.
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Variations in electrical thickness detected by the MIG are caused by non-
1 unformity of the dielectric material, voids, discontinuities such as de-
laminations, etc., as well as changes in physical thickness. The capability
of the NIfG to detect these variations was investigated.

Microwave Thickness Gauge Sensitivity

A series of tests to determine detection sensitivities were performed on a
typical sample.

Ii',• -- Pickup Probe

Drilled jDelaminated
Hole.• •Area

FIGURE 3 - FIBERGLASS LAMINATE TEST SAMPLE

The sample was divided into forr areas - A, B, C and Ds as shown in Figure 3.
The instrument was calibrated and referenced in each area before modifications.
In area A the thickness gauge indicated the material to be .002" thinner after
a 0 .2" diameter hole was drilled in the sample. Holes of larger size gave
more marked indication of thickness change.

In area B the same size holes gave less indication than before due to difference
in polarization. In area C the results were the same as those obtained in B.

In area D the instrument gave an indication of increased thickness after
delamination of the top plys.

Tests performed on printed circuit material indicated results similar to
those achieved in area D.
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Redas fabricated with the aid of the N.U have exhibited excellent electrical
properties and repeatability from unit to mit without the need for individual

tailoring. Additional experience has been gained in a variety of applications
of Interest.

IOe of the more interesting applications of the 11MG has been in electrical
thickness control of reactive wall radcnes for special purpose ECM applications.
fte reactive element consists of a grid of etched conductors with inter-
comductor spacing determined by operating frequency and other factors.
In some cases the spacing is such that the indication obtained with the ?TG
depends on the position and orientation of the probe. In this application
it is not practical to rely on mechanical means to give an accurate measure
of electrical thickness. However, the MTG was successfully used following a
probe modificatl on which increased the aperture to encompass a greater area
and reduced the interaction between the grid and the pickup probe.

The Nem was also used in an application involving spiral antennas fabricated
using printed circuit techniques. The antennas were mounted in cavities and
used in pairs in a phase comparison system. When completed, the active
element of the antenna (spiral) was bonded between two layers of fiberglass
lanminate. In this case the MTG used the spiral itself as the reflective
elenent to determine the electrical thickness of the laminate on each side
of the spiral.

In a non-electrical application, failure of the fiberglass laminate used in
a missile firewall had been experienced as a result of voids in the laminate
lateerial. The MTG was successfully applied to determine whether the voids
were detectable by this means. As a part of this test, and unknown to the
operator of the instrument, a 2.5 cm long, 4 mn diameter hollow pyrex rod was
Imbedded in one of the fiberglass samples. Not only was the MT1 capable of
detecting the perturbation caused by the rod, but the exact location and
orientation vwas correctly determined.

conclusion

Iperience in using the Microwave Thickness Gauge in a variety of production
qplIcations has demonstrated the basic soundness of its design for non-
destructive testing and quality control of dielectric components. Also, it
has been a versatile and highly useful laboratory tool in both analytical and
development work.

I
I
I
I
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DUAL FREQUENCY RADOME FEASIBILITY

Grant M. Randall
and

Donald F. Zemke
Autonettics

A Division of North American Aviation, Inc.
Anaheim, California

Introduction radome wall and a definition of the design equation
parameters.

Based upon the needs of advanced weapon
systems having multimode missions to perform,
complex requirements are placed on the radar
system. These multimode missions demand opti-
mum radar performance for each mode of opera-
tion. Since the optimum radar performance CENTER

requires different radar parameters for each UNE

mode, complex design requirements are placed
upon the radar. Consideration must be given in
the design of the radar to optimize the -adar per-
formance for each mode without too many com- /
promises. One way in which the radar perform-
ance can be enhanced for the various mode require- Figure 1. Radome Wall and Design Parameters
ments is to utilize a dual frequency radar concept.
In this way, optimum radar performance for each Optimum radom.? wall thickness for maximum
mode can be obtained by using two different fre- transnission is given by the following equation.
quencies. n A o

Dual frequency radar operation in a high d (1)
performance aircraft has been considered in the
past. The radome performance considerations where d = thickness of dielectric sheet
are deemed of most importance to the dual fre-
quency radar operation. n = any positive integer

A dual frequency radome feasibility study ko = free space wavelength
has been initiated by the Armament Control Divi-
sion of Autonetics. The results of this study have E = relative dielectric constant
been completed and show that a dual frequency
radar-radome combination is feasible. A dual 6 = angle of incidence
frequency NASARR radar system haa been devel-
oped and successfully demonstrated in actual flight If (n) in EQuation I is equal to 1, then the
test in an X-band radome. Very satisfactory oper- radome is called a half-wave radome. This value
ation at the Ka-band frequency in this radome was of (n) also is the minimam wall thickness. By
obtained. making (n) equal to 2, 3, or 4, a higher order

radome design is obtained.

Basic Radome Design Now consider the dual frequency radome

design concept:

One of the basic concepts used in radome If n = 1 and
design is to use a dielectric material of specific X o = 1. 36 inches (X-band)
thickness as a radome wall. The optimum thick-
ness is a function of the frequency of operation, A specific value of d can be calculated.
characteristics of the dielectric material and the
radome shape. The proper thickness is chosen If n = 2 and
to provide optimum electromagnetic energy trans- A o = 0. 68 inches (Ku-band)
mission through the radome. Figure I shows the
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then d would be equal to the same value obtained 7. Sum-narize dual frequency radome
in the X-band case. Thus, multiples of the basic feasibility.
X-band frequency can be used in a dual frequency
radar concept. See Table I. B. Study Program Phases

1. Analytical comparison of materials,
Table I radome construction methods and

T F Wavelength! - expected performance.
Radar Frequency Wavelength Radome Thick-
Band Mc Inches n ness d Inches 2. Fabrication

X 8,700 1.36 1 0.3Z0 (a) Fabricate radome test panels.

Ku 17,400 0.68 2 0.320 3. Radome Test Panel Measurements

K 26, 100 0.45 3 0.320 (a) Transmission
(b) Insertion phase

Ka 34,860 0.34 4 0. 320 (c) Dielectric constant

(d) Temperature effects

Figui es 2 and 3 show the multiple peaks for POLARZATIDN _ DUAL FREQUENCY RADOMEtN
optimum radome transmission at the various O ,O of TYPErE£SEG¢Y D,•OE

frequencies for two incident angles. _

Evaluation of the radome transm'ssion I- / i -o ,N00

equations for various materials, for a high per- i d 346

reuie considerable analysis. A radar study
program was initiated to further investigate the s olI I
duai frequency radorne concept. ____

Radome Study Program --

A. Purpose as 10 1z 14 16 19 20 ZZ 24 26 1$ 30 )z 34 36 3

FRE011ENCY GICA CYCLES

The purposes of the dual frequency radome Figure 2. Dual Frequency Radome Type "'E"
study program were as follows: Fiberglass DC-2106 Resin (800 angle)

1. Determine the feasibility of dual TY•RZATO ... DUALS REDUENCy 2106 RESIN100.h • TYPE F FIBERGLASS - DC 20 EI

frequency radar operation in the
presence of a high performance
aircraft radome. ,8 0-i- ,

2. Determkne the effect of various /
radome materials on the radar I , l -

performance characteristics. I '0 •IiŽ2/

3. Make an analytical radome study. • -"

4. Fabricate dual frequency radome 20 a -00-0. ,.50°I•4

test panels from iesign information. 1 I
0__ I

5. Measure dual frequc~ncy radome per- i 0 12 14 16 is 20 1. 14 Z6 20 30 3z 34 6

formance characteristics on the FiEuUE3CYu GIGACyCL T E
radome. test panels. Figure 3. Dual Frequency Radome Type "E"

Fiberglass DC-2106 Resin (550 angle)
6. Compare analyticai and measured

results. 4. Comparison and Conclusions

5- 45
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Re suits

The analytical study, fabrication of test
panels, and measurements were conducted in con-
jun-tion with the radome department of the Los
Angeles Division at North American Aviation, Inc.

A summary of the most significant analytical
and measured data is shown in the appendix.

Conclusions

A. The data presented in the report support the
feasibility of designing and constructing a dual
frequency radome.

B. Two radome materials were analyzed and
found that both were satisfactory.

C. Superior high-temperature performance and
better radome transmission can be obtained
with the type JI material (General Electric
quartz fabric with Dow Corning DC2106 sili-
cone resin).

D. Non-miltiples of the dual frequency can be
used for radar operation. However, this
requires specialized design techniques using
a reactive wall concept. This method mav
give some slight degradation in electrical
performance and would probably cost more
for fabrication of production radomes,
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II
TYPE I "E" TYPE FABRIC

PRE-IMPREGNATED WiTH 38 t 2
PERCENT DOW CORNING DC 2106
SILICONE RESIN

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT - 4.27

LOSS TANGENT - 0.007

TYPE II GENERAL ELECTRIC QUARTZ
FABRIC

PRE-IMPREGNATED WITH 38 t 2
PERCENT DOW CORNING DC 2106
SILICONE RESIN

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT - 3.13

LOSS TANGENT - 0.0036

Figure A-5. Radome Material Electrical

Characteristics
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I Figure A-6. Transmission Versus Thickness Type I Material
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LARGE AIR SUPPORTED RIADOMES

laOR

SATIIITE CO•MUNICATIONS GROUND STATION.

Walter W. Bird, President
HIRrAIR Structures, Inc.

BNffalo, New York

INrRODUCTION

The success of the large air supported radones used to house and protect
the Telstar Earth Stations in Andover, Maine and in Pleumer Bodou,, France has
once again demonstrated the superiority of the air supported radeue where high
performance is required. Developed ty BIRDAIR for the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
these radoames have been in use for approximately two years. Service experience
has been excellent and the electrical performance has more than met the
expectations of the B!L engineers.

A similar rdme, though sllhtly maller in siZe, was installed in the
Bavarian Alps at Raisting, Germany last October and this station is expected
to be in operation this s er. Another radome is now being fabricated by
BIRDAIR for the Canadian Government under an R.C.A. Victor Company, Ltd.
subcontract and will be installed in Nova Scotia next fall.

The manufacture of these radames required development of new materials,
fabrication techniques, and equipment. Uniquely new installation procedures
also had to be devised in order to erect these radomes which weigh up to 30 ton.
The success of these radomes is especially significant as it was made possible
as a result of development work carried out by BIRDAIR with the cooperation
of a few textile concerns and coaters willing to work with BIRDAIR to provide
the improvements required to make large radomes practical. The support
provided by the Bell Telephone Laboratories in developing the 210 ft. diameter
Telstar radomes made it possible to prove the feasibility of our designs.

BACKGROUND

The air supported radome, developed at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
in 1946-47 under the direction of the author, was the first successful large
radome. Because of the urgent need for radome protection for the large search
radar stations being built as a protective line throughout the United States
and Canada, this radaee was put in service with a minimum of field testing and
no real service experience. However, except for minor service problems, mostly
traceable to malfunctioning of associated equipment, these radomes had a good
service record from the start.

I
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The air supported radome was originally developed to meet specifi-
cations requiring maximum portability. The portable concept was abandoned
quite early, due to the fact that the radar equipment tower and antenna
itself did not possess the desired portability in design. Howevere, these
radomes were used for many years on a large number of fixed sites.
Although rigid antennas were specified on many of the new "fixed" sites,
as the air supported radome often provided the only practical solution to
the requirements of light weight and transportability, it was incorporated
into many portable radar systems. To meet the need for other types of light
weight portable eq!ipeent, the air supported principle was also applied Toy
the author to the evelopent of inflatable antennas, inflatable towers,
equipment shelters, and the low pressure dual-wall cellular radome now
currently in use on & number of portable radar systems.

Although remarkably successful from the start, field experience indicated
that in order to provide improved service life, better electrical character-
istics, and maxima reliability, improvements were required in the following
fields:

1. Materials

Structural and electrical requirements of radames of 50-60 ft. in
diameter were taxing the capabilities of materials which were then
available. ITprovem6at in strength, electrical properties, and in
weatherability, were required if larger radomes of improved character-
istics were to be provided.

2. Fabrication Techniques

As even the best of materials would be of little value unless they
could be joined together to provide a unit of uniformly high quality,
improvements in fabrication techniques arA in sectionalising methods
were needed.

3. Auxiliary Equipment

The air supported radome requires maintenance of a mall differential
pressure in the unit to provide stability and resistance to wind and
weather. Field experience had shown that maot of the service difficulties
which developed were due to malfunctioning of equipment, not due to any
deficiency in the basic enrelope. The development of equipment with
Improved reliability and of better operating procedures was therefore
required.
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The Air Force, through RADC, sponsored some early research programs with "

CAL and a few other companies. At CAL, programs under the direction of the mat
author led to the development of a Hypalon paint which was used to protect mat

and provide improved weathering resistance to the radome envelope, and to the r-

development of techniques of treating Dacron fibers to provide higher strength mai.

and lower elongation. However, interest in research programs related to air ful:

supported radomes appeared to lag as attention was shifted to other, newer,

radame developments and no effective sponsorship was continued. In contrast,
good financial support was provided for the development of rigid radomes of ..
various types and a nmber of large experimental rigid radomes were ord
constructed. * orT

The rigid radomes also did not prove to be entirely free of service 1.
problems. While they did not require maintenance of pressure and thus an un-
interrupted source of power (normally judged the most serious drawback to air
supported radomes), maar design and material problers were encountered.
Leakage, vulnerability to winds dnring the comparatively long period required
for erection, weatherability of the material, and icing, were among the
problems Which developed. Because of the need for thicker materials and/or
metallic frames, R? properties were generally poorer than for air supported
radomes. As BIRDAIR was convinced of the superiority of air supported-
radomes where high performance, portability, or low cost were important
factors, and as we believed the service difficulties which had been
encountered could be overcome with improved designs, a continuing program of ..
applied research and development of materials and equipment was continued by
BIRDAIR. Considerable progress had therefore been made when we were advised
of the requirement for the 210 ft. diameter Telstar radoues. BTL had decided
that satisfactory electrical characteristics would be achieved oI with a
lightweight material tmch as Hypalon-coated Dacron. An air supored radome
was therefore desired. Even though additional developmert work was required
to meat the stringent requirements of this program, as a result of our .
experience we were able to demonstrate new techniques and the feasibility of
our design approach to the BTL engineers. With the support of BTL, BIRDAIR
was able to develop the new materials, equipment, and techniques of both
fabrication and assembly, which led to the successful development of the
Telstar radomes.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TELSTAR RADO)ES

The Telstar radome, Figure 1, is 210 ft. in diameter and stands approxi-
mately 160 ft. high. It is designed to resist winds of up to 100 mph anA the
snow loading associated with the Maine environment. In order to meet these
requirements, a material stronger than ary previously developed for radomes -

was required and this material would need to have far better RF character-
istics and a greater service life than that associated with materials currently
in general use. Because of the enormous size of this unit, it would also be
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necessary to develop new fabrication techniques and methods of handlirg the
material while assembling the ervelope. Because of the xwed to maintain
precise pressure control with maximum reliability, in order to assure
maintenance of the proper pressuro, under all conditions of operaticn, a
fully reliable inflation system was needed. One of the most critical
problems was, however, to develop techniques to install this 30 ton radome
envelope over the horn antenna withorjt allowing the weight or forces
involved in erection to apply loads to the antenna which mighte result in
distortion or deflection. Solutions to these problems had to be found in
order to make this radome application feasible. The approach used to solve
many of these problems is briefly discussed below:

1. Material Development

In order to meet the load requirements, it was determined that a
fabric having a strip tensile strength of OOO# per inch, biased
ccmbi;,ed to provide a two ply, 15" construction, would be needed in
order to assure a satisfactory distribution of load and uniform thick-
ness of material over the full surface of the radknue. Tests and
experiments previously carried out by BIRDAIR indicated that, in order
to join materials of this strength, a lap joint of extremely high
efficiency would be required.

The efficiency of a lap joint depends on the uniform distribution
of shear load across the joint. This in turn depends on the elastic
characteristics of the materials being joined. With materials having a
high modulus of elasticity, like metals working in the elasti range,
uniform shear distribution can be provided in a lap joint as the
deflection or stretch of the material is malli thus, the difference
in stretch at the interface between the materials at the edge of a lap
joint (the edge of one panel having zero load in it and the other panel
to which full load has been transferred), is small. Relatively uniform
shear stresses are thus developed at the interface, resuling in a high
efficiency joint. However, with coated fabrics the modulus of elasticity
is relatively low, and due to a considerable variation in stretch of the
materials, distribution of shear across the joint varies from * very
high stress at the edge to a relatively low stress at the center of the
lap. This condition results in edge peel and eventual failure of the
joint. It is traditionally compensated for in'radome construction by
double taping the joint in order to help distribute the high stress.
This approach, however, results in an excessive buildup of material in
the joint area and a wider joint, which reduces the RP trwsuission
efficiency of the radome.

This problem on the Telstar radome was approached from the point of
view of basic concepts. As the concentration of stress at the edge of
the lap is due to high elasticity of the material, it could be best over-
rome by providing &A material with low stretch and by using a joint
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construction vhiih took into account the varying stretch across the
joint. Based on experience gained in previous work, the solution
used was to develop a fabric construction employing a baslat weave
to minimize crimp, yet allow us to pack in enough yarn to provide the
required strength without developing too bulVr a fabric. A Dacron
yarn, hot stretched and heat stabilized to increase strength and
reduce elongation, was employed, and a special finishing technique
was developed to control the fill elongation of the fabric in order to
maintain relatively uniform crimp in both warp and fill yarns.

In selecting a protective coating, consideration had to be given to
both the physical and electrical properties of the material. The
electrical properties of neoprene are not good enough to be considered
for use at the frequencies and in the material weights required for the
Telstar unit. Also, water absorption of neoprene is relatively high and
results in a serioous loss in RF transmissibility after periods of
exposure to rain. Other compounds which offer good electrical properties,
such as the silicones, do not provide the required high physical
properties. IAinates employing films, such as Tedlar, have not been
developed to an extent providing the required properties. Those avail-
able could not be biased coabined and presented serious fabrication
problems. Laminates on fabric also have extremely high water absorption
if the surface film is punctured or penetrated in any way.

Hypalon was selected as offering the best combination of properties,
as it provided both good mechanical strength, high abrasion and weather.
ing resistance, and good electrical properties. Hypalon-coated Dacron
material had been developed having a dielectric constant of lees than
three and with water absorption so low that no significant difference
could be distinguished in RF tests made at 000 megacycles on samples
soaked for 2h hours. Coating techniques had been developed which could
provide the required high adhesion and BIRDAIR had developed techniques
of bonding Hypalon-coated materials to provide high strength joints.

A two ply, 45" bias constructed, Hypalon-coated Dacron was therefore
Relected for use. In order to insure the desired properties, it was
necessary tha. it be fabricated under close specification control, start-
ing with the basic yarn and following through to the final assembly of the
joints.

The general properties of this material are as follows:

Construction: 2 ply, 45" bias combined, Hypalon-coated Dacron
fabric

Physical Properties: Thickness - .070 inch
Weight - 70 oz./sq, yd.
Strip Tensile - lO00/inch
Trapezoidal Tear - over 400 lbs.
Water Absorption - approx. 1%
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Electrical Propertiesv*: Reflective Coefficient - = .18-.21
Dissipative Ioss f.03-,OA db

if IC-band waveguide tests at 5000 MC

In addition to conventional material tests, the strength of the
material and special joint configuration were proven in a pressure log
test with joints arranged in configurations representative of actual
radome coaftions. These tests proved that the joints could support[ the maximum design loads for the radDm with a good factor of safety
and provide a construction which would result in approximately
simultaneous failure of joint and material. As this construction
resulted in only a sirgle lap joint with only the outer edge weather
sealed with a thin, gum Hypalon tape, maximum uniformity of electrical
"characteristics was assured.

F In order to minimize avW variation in electrical characteristics
due to variation in panel widths, a step-down construction was used in

the crown to maintain the ratio of seam-to-panel width as uniform as
"* possible throughout the dome. Although other techniques have now been

developed by BIRDAIR to assure even more uniform electrical thickness
when conditions require, the relatively low thickness of the basic
envelope (.070" for a 210 ft. diameter radoe), combined with good
electrical characteristics, did not require these techniques to be
employed on the Telstar radome.

2. Fabrication Techniques

Assembly of the heavy radome material also presented an unusual
problem. Techniques used to assemble large coated fabric envelopes such
ts airships have, in the past, been to assemble these units on the floor#
joining and taping the joints in the flat. This technique, although
used on some of the early radames, was found to result in joiats of
relatively poor quality, particularly where heavier materials were used.
Use of curved fixtures, as employed by BIRDAIR in the fabrication of
th16 first -rt&Ottywt'm 50% f s ra~ , was therefere 4-aost imt uWvtreally
"adopted for assembling large radomes.

However, the weight and stiffness of the material used for the
.. Telstar radomes and the relative inflexibility of this material

necessitated the development of new techniques. The problem was
aggravated by the fact that the Hypalon cements proved to be much
more difficult to work with. Thus, it was necessary to develop a
new type of fixture which could properly position and hold this heavy
fabric, yet require a minimum of handling and folding. Special
equipment for applying the cement and for joining the panels, which
would insre a uniformly high strength bond, free of air pockets, voids,
or wrinkles, and capable of developing the full strength of the material,
"was also developed.
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While accelerated tests on this material indicated good retention
of properties with long exposure to weather, it is recognized that
accelerated tests are only an indication of expected results and final
proof must be in actual service life. As the materials and techniques
employed in this radome are new, a test prcgram has been set up to
periodically check samples exposed at each radome site. It is
expected that through this program we will be able to detect any
differences in conditions of exposure at the different sites and also
to detect aro signs of deterioration, in order to permit corrective
action to be taken to assure maximum service life. Preliminary tests
made on samples taken from the Andover and Pleumer Bodou sites reveal
little change in properties and expectations of a long service life
with minim=m maintenance.

3. Equipeent Reliability

The inflation equipment is the heart of the air supported radcue
system. The radoae envelope depends upon the inflation pressure for the
pretensioning which provides its support and stability. The inflation
system must therefore be completely reliable at all times. As with any
mechanical system, the performance achieved is a function of the quality
of the design. What is required to assure a reliable pressurization
system is reliance on good engineering design practice, quality
components, and recognition of the advantages of certain system approaches.
Although pressurization systems can vary to wide ranges of complexity as
a function of the radome system requirements, over a period of years
BIRDAIR has established certain basic principles which, if adhered to,
will provide a reliable pressurization system. These are noted as
follows:

(a) Continuous blower operation is advised. In contrast with the
cyclic operation utilized in early systems, it has been
demonstrated that continuous blower operation provides greater
reliability than a stop-start system. Powered by inductive-
type motors, the motor and blower bearings are the only wear
points. Normal maintenance (lubrication) is all that is
required to provide reliable service.

(b) Size blower motors to be non-overloading under all conditions
of operation. Maximum power is thus only utilized during
initial inflation or emergercy conditions of excessive air leakage.
DTring the vast majority of the time the motor is then operating
at approximately one-third of its rated power.

(c) Select blowers which provide a maximum pressure equal to the
desired inflation pressure and a flat performance curve. At the
low differential pressures and widely varying flow rates desired
for radome inflation, a blower provides a simple and an extremely
accurate means of pressure control and prevents any possibility
of over pressurization of the envelope.
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I (d) P:ovide multiple blowers, parallel-installed, equipped with

reverse flow check valves. This provides a fail-safe system
in that it insures against mechanical failure of an individal
blower. Individual blowers should be sized to maintain full
inflation pressure with normal ventilation and leakage.

I (e) Provide a reliable source of power to the inflation system.
In general, this requires a primary power source plus either
a fully automatic emergency power generator or a gasoline
driven standby blower.

(f) Provide a system which will furnish several pressure levels for
T large radomes and/or radomes having severe wind requirements.

This permits the radaie to operate at low pressures (lightly
stressed) during the majority of the time, yet have full

T stabilizing pressure during periods of high wind loads.
(g) Provile a source of inflation air to the blowers which will

closely correspond to ambient free stream pressure. This can
be done by providing an air pickup, remote from the radome,
away from major aerodynamic influence, or from a plenum fed
from ducts providing controlled flow of air into the plenum to

1 insure minimum variation with wind direction and velocity.

Because of the extremely large size and relatively high wind loading
on the Telstar radome, a three level system is used. A different blower
or pair of blowers is used for each level of pressure. The type of
blowers selected develop essentially constant pressure over a wide range
of flow conditions. In Stage I, one or both of two blowers operate with
wind velocities of 0 to 45 mph. In Stage 2, a third blower operates
with wind speeds of 45-75 mph, and in Stage 3, tvO additional blowers
are used for winds up to 70-100 mph. Under normal tonditions the
radome pressure is maintained at approximately 1 1/2" of water, resulting
in a stable structure without undue continuous stresses. The higher
pressure lVeIr a actuated b an e - tO assr a stobl strcturwithout excessive distortion in winds up to 100 mph*

Pressure switches detect arn loss of pressure below established
minimum levels and automatically put the second and third stage blowers
into operation, as required to supply additional air. This would
normally only occur in case of severe leakage due to excess ventilation
or accidental damage. Each blower is equipped with a shutter-type
check valve to prevent backflow. All blowers discharge into a comon
plenum chamber. The air intake is located at a distance greater than
one diameter frct the radome. The function of this intake is to provide
air to the blowers at ambient static pressure, undisturbed by turbulence
or blockage effects of the radome. The intake pipe is of sufficient size
to result in insignificant pressure losses at normal flow rates. A
reference ambient pressure tap is located near the inlet of the intake
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pipe as this area is least affected by turbulent wind conditions and
resultant variable pressures in the room at the base of the radome.
The switching point for the two upper pressure stages has been
selected to precede the calculated Adind level by approximately 10f,
This is to reduce any lag and insure "hat the structure reaches a
minimum distortion condition as rapidly as possible.

As it is absolutely essential that power be available at all times
for the pressurization system, a special emergency 30 KVA engine
alternator has been provided for this service only. In order to avoid
imposing a high motor starting load on the engine alternator, a
sequential start system is included in the control circuits This
system provides time delays between the starting of the individual
blower motors. The control also includes safe or low pressure
indication for each stage as a function of wind level. Indication is
also provided for unsafe high pressure.

The controlled pressure, multiple blower operation, in combination
with low pressure controls and emergency power provisions, is believed
to assure a continuous source of inflation pressure under any emergency
conditions which could develop. With proper maintenance, a safe,
trouble-free radome installation is thus assured.

ECTION OF LARGE RADC ES

As the Telstar radomes weighed close to 30 ton and were fabricated as
one-piece units with no sectionalizing, in order to assure maximum
uniformity of electrical characteristics, handling and erection of these
radomes required the development of new techniques. For packaging and
transport the envelope was accordian-folded along the gore panels to provide
a long slender strip, eight to nine foot wide and ?00 foot long. This, in
trrw, was laid up in folds on a 3pecial shipping pallet, 10 foot wide and
4O foot long, providing a J1olded package 9 x 40 x 6. The transport
container was built with a special steel truss construction so that when
bolted together the whole unit could be lifted and handled by crakie. Shipment
was made on flat bed trailers and by boat to France.

As the original program schedule called for completion of the antenna
before erection of the radome, and as it was desired to plan for eventual
replacement of the radome, the Bell specification required that the radome
be erected over the antenna and that weight and loads imposed on the antenna
be kept to a minimum. One of the early concepts considered was that of
using the antenna itself to position the envelope ready for attachment to
the base. A method of spreading out the antenna, and of making attachment
to the horn antenna frame so that it could be rotated about its horizontal
axis to lift and position the envelope, with weight distributed over the
full length and width of the horn, was therefore considered. However, in
scheduling the program, Bell engineers decided that if work on the radome
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was to continue through the winter months, weather protection would be
required. As the lead time required to develop the special materials to

-- 1 assemble the radome would not permit the radome schedule to be moved up,
and as there was at that time some concern that the radome envelope
might be damaged by cranes or equipment working within it, if it were
installed first, BIRDAIR was asked if a construction shelter could be
provided to enclose the entire base while the antenna and all equipment
was installed.

Because of limitations in availability of materials suitable for
construction of a unit of the size needed and because of early delivery
requirements, BIRDAIR recommended a construction shelter the same size
as the radcme, but fabricated from a heavy viyl-coated material. Although
such a unit would not fully meet the environmental conditions required by
the specification, the unit was intended for use only during the winter
months and weather data for the area indicated that a unit designed for
somewhat lower windloads would give satisfactory service.

As the construction shelter would be in place when the radime was
ready for erection, a study was made to determine whether a simplified
erection procedure could be worked out. The result of this study was a
recommendation that the construction shelter be sectionalized to facilitate
installation and removal, and that a means of attaching it in a position
which would permit the radome to be pulled over it, be developed. To
accomplish this, a catenary skirt was added at a point approximately half
way up the side (see Figvre 2). With the construction shelter attached at
this point, a lower silhouette unit resulted which still provided adequate
clearance on the antenna, except for the equipment room at the end of the
horn. A 45 ft. diameter "bubble" was therefore built into the construction

T shelter at this point to provide necessary clearance.

Using the construction shelter, the erection procedure was to first
stow the antenna and then drop the construction shelter and reattach it at
the catenary. The attachment was made inside of the radome base angle so
as to leave it free for attachment of the radome. The radome was then
spread out at the side of the base using cranes and special handling gear
developed by BIRDAIR. It was then pulled over the construction shelter
using cranes with a special harness and air pressure to facilitate movmment.
Although some difficulties were encountered in developing this procedure,
with a number of improvements wrked out as a result of experience gained at
the Andover z'ite, we were able to pull the 30 ton radome unit over the antenna

J with little difficulty.

After pulling the radome into position over the construction shelter,
and attaching it at the base, it was inflated. The construction shelter was
then allowed to deflate and drop down to lay over the antenna. The sections
of the construction shelter were disconnected, dropped to the floor of the
radome, and stored away for later use. One of the advantages of having a
construction shelter is that it is available as a piece of equipment ready to
be used again in case of eventual replacement of the radome, thus providing
a means of replacement which would assure that tolerances on the antenna were
not disturbed.
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Both the German and Canadian programs were set up to provide for
installation of the radome before building the antenna. In both cases
the racsme was scheduled for erection in the early fall so that assembly
of the antenna could proceed without interference from the weather during
the winter months. If the radome can be installed before the antenna is
erected, the erection is, of course, such simpler. The procedure used so
successfully in GernoW was to spread out the envelope at the side of the
base, using specially developed equipeent, and then to lift rhe envelope
and drape it over the base and pedestal so that it could be attached to
the base angle and inflated. Installation by this method, using the special
equipment and procedures developed by BIRDAIR, went smoothly. A separate
procedure was developed and proposed for use in instrlling the radome over
the antenna in case of eventual replacement of the envelope.

CONCLUSIONS

Three large air supported radames, two with a diameter of 210 ft, and
one with a diameter of 160 ft., have been put in service for periods
ranging up to two years. These radomes, having generally higher RF per-
formance and costing but a fraction of the cost of comparable size rigid
radomes, prove the practicality of air supported radomes of this large size
where superior performance is required. The superior properties being
provided in the Telstar radome are possible only because of the combination
of material properties, design, and fabrication techniques which have been
developed by BIRDAIR with the assistance and cooperation of our suppliers.
Extremely close controls have been established and must be maintained
throughout the preparation of the material and assembly of the radome,
starting with the basic yarn treatment and compounding of the coating and
cement.

We at BIRDAIR are convinced that the possibilities of air supported
structures, not only for radome use but for other military and commercial
structures as well, are almost unlimited. However, if this full potential
is to be developed and made available to the military services within a
reasonable period of time, additional financial support is required. As
the Goverment has provided little financial support of research and
development activities for air supported structures for many years, the
developments which led to the successful fabrication of the Telstar radomes
were supported almost entirely by private industry. The volume of material
or equipment used in this field is, however, still too small to encourage
major investments by industry. However, with adequate Goverrment support
for a well coordinated program of research and development, it is believed
that great strides could be made.
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I EFFECTS OF APERTURE OBSTRUCTIONS AND
RADOME FINISHES UPON RADOME

EIY TRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

I by

J. R. Rogers
Electronics Engineer

Aircraft Engineering Division
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATIONI ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

I ABSTRACT

Radar performance is degraded by the installation of hardware in theI window area of the radome. Rain erosion coatings eand protective finishes
also &ffect radome electrical characteristics. Effects of installations
such as pitot static booms, fairings or pods attached to the radome toI house electronic systems, paint and other protective finishes are discussed
in the following report.

I INTRODUCTION

The radome design engineer computes an optimum radome wall by using' standard design techniques. Once the analytical design is complete the
designer is reasonably sure that the radome electrical characteristics will
be approximately as calculated. However, installation on the radome of
contrivances such as pitot static booms, ports, pods, fairings, etc., that
have a degrading effect on the electrical design performance of the radome
can not be accurately calculated and must be measured.

The purpose of this paper is to present experimental data measured on
various radome/antenna configurations with known obstructions placed in the
window area of the radome. The effect on power transmission, beam deflection
and antenna pattern distortion is shown. It is felt that this data is
typical and that sir lar installations on other radomes will react much in
the same manner.

I DISCUSSION

Nose Boom Installations

The first radome to be considered is an X-band foamed core A-sandwichI ogive in shape. The radome is 50 inches long with a 35 inch base diameter.
The electrical characteristics of this radome met all specification require-
ments which were average one-way power transmission of 96 percent wit'h a
maximum beam deflection of 5.8 milliradians; typical data on this radome isIi shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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I This radome was later modified for use on another aircraft employing
a different X-band radar system. There were slight modifications to the
radome base to mate the new aircraft fuselage, however, the basic radome
wall design remained the same. Figure 3 shows the transmission to be
slightly lower than the original radome. Maximum beam deflection was
4.8 milliradians.

The reduction of the transmission may be attributed to the two different
antenna systems. These differences did not warrant electrical redesign of
the radome since the electrical characteristics were adequate for satisfactory
radar system operation.

Later modification required the addition of a pitot static nose boom
on the radome with the associated pitot heater wires and static and pressure
tubes. Tests were made to determine the degradation that might be expected
with the nose boom installed. It was determined that for structural
reasons the base mounting of the boom would be 3.2 inches in diameter. In
order to determine the effect of an aperture block of this size, a metal
cylinder 3.2 inches in diameter and 6 inches long was located in free space
at various distances in front of the radar antenna. The metal cylinder
was first located with the aft end at the same distance from the antenna
as the radome apex. The cylinder to antenna spacing was varied from this
position to plus 3/8 of an inch in 1/16 inch increments. One-way power
transmission was recorded at each position for low, mid and high frequencies
and is shown in Figure 4.

The cylinder to antenna spacing was then increased beyond the apex by
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 feet and moved toward the antenna 3/8 of an inch in
1/16 inch increments at each position. One-way power transmission was
recorded at mid frequency and is shown in Figure 5.

The one-way power transmission varied by 1 to 29% depending upon the
frequency and the position of the cylinder.

The results of the free space tests discussed above provided sufficient
information to say that a pitot boom installation was feasible from an
electrical standpoint. A test was then conducted on a radome with a mock-up
of the nose boom installed.

Results of the beam deflection and one-way power transmission measure-
ments are as follows: Without the nose boom the radome had a maximum beam
deflection in azimuth of 4.9 milliradians and a maximum elevation error of
2.95 milliradians. The minimum one-way transmission was 91.0% at 00 antenna
look angle. With the nose boom installed maximum beam deflection was
10.85 milliradians. The maximum error in elevation was greater than 10.0
milliradians. Two readings for elevation error were beyond the measureable
capability of the equipment. The minimum one-way power transmission was
51.0% at 00 elevation angle.

I
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Figure 6 shows transmission and beam deflection at 50 antenna down look
angle for radomes with and without nose boom. Figures 7 and 8 show antenna
patterns with and without the nose boom. An extensive electrical correction
program was required on the production installation.

The optimum nose boom configuration was determined to be two 1/4 inch OD
aluminum tubes mounted on each side of the centerline of the radme and 200
up in the radome with respect to the waterline as shown in Figure 9. The
heater wires were mounted on the top centerline of the radome. Minimum one-
way power transmission of the radome without the nose boom was 79% as
compared to 67% with the boom and compensation for beam deflection. This is a
substantial improvement over the 51% minimum one-way power transmission
measured with the radome before correction. Figures 10 and 11 show •:e
transmission and beam deflection of the radome with the nose boom before and
after correction.

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS SLZE METAL OBSTRUCTIONS IN THE TIP OF THE RADO ON RADOME

PERFORMANCE

Cone and Dome Shaped Obstructions

A study was made to determine the effects of large aperture blocks in the
nose of an X-band radome. Three different size mock-ups with dome and cone
shaped tips were tested separately in the radome. A 23" diameter parabolic
antenna with a conical scan feed system was used for these tests.

Transmission and beam deflection was measured at scan angles of + 50
degrees for various elevation angles. Figure 12 is a tabulation of trans-
mission for various elevation angles through the basic radome with cone and
dome shaped cylinders of 4", 6" and 8.5" diameter in the nose of the radome.

Minimum transmission and maximum azimuth and elevation errors are shown
in Figure 13. The ratio of the size of the antenna dish to the aperture
block will determine the degradation to radar performance. The larger the
dish, the less effect there is on transmission for a given aperture block.
Frequency is also a factor to be considered when considering the effects of
an aperture obstruction.

Cylinder Installation in Fairing on Radome

A metal cylinder approximately 6" by 20" was mounted in a fiberglas
fairing on two X-band radomes 53" long with a 35" base and 74" long with a
42" base. The smaller radome housed a 24" diameter antenna and the larger
radome housed a 32" diameter antenna.

Figure 14 shows minimum one-way power transmission measured on these
two radomes to be 12% for the small radome and 31% for the large radome.
Figure 15 shows transmission minimum of 31% with the 6" x 20" cylinder.
This was reduced to 23% by the addition of 5" x 12" long cylinder aft of the
larger cylinder.
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m It is apparent that an obstruction of this size would seriously affect
the antenna pattern. Figure 16 shows the antenna pattern with and without
the radome for an antenna lout angle of -400 which would be a cut through
the fairing. The shaded area of the antenna dish was covered with absorber
material and the antenna pattern measured. This pattern duplicates very
closely the pattern measured through the radome with the cylinder and
"fairing as may be seen in Figure 17.

One-way power transmission of the small radome with and without the
fairing and cylinder installed is shown in Figure 18. A photo of the small
radome with the cylinder and fairing in place is presented as Figure 19.

SELECTRICAL DEGRADATION CAUSED BY RAIN EROSION RESISTANT AND EPOXY FI1NISHES

Rain Erosion Shoes

One-way power transmission and beam deflection tests were made on en
X-band solid wall radome with a 14" long preformed neoprene rubber and
dacron fabric reinforced rain erosion shoe. The following radome configura-
tions were tested:

(A) Production Radome (A) with GAC23-56 rain erosion coating.

(B) Radome (A) with the erosion shoe placed directly over the 23-56
rain erosion coating as shown in Figure 20.

(C) Radome (A) with the 23-56 rain erosion coating removed from the
forward 14 inches of the tip with the erosion shoe installed
over this area. (Refer to Figure 21.)

(D) Radome (B) finished with an epoxy white finish (MMS 405 No. 17875)
without the erosion shoe. (Refer to Figure 22.)

(E) Radome (B) with the epoxy finish and the erosion shoe in place.
(Refer to FiL-ure 23.)

(F) Radome (B) with epoxy finish, erosion shoe and antiglare flat
black (MIL-L-6805) on the top of the radome. (See Figure 24.)

m The erosion shoe installed over the 23-56 erosion coating Radome (A)
decreased one-way power transmission by 2% at the low frequency and 5% at
the high frequency. Beam deflection was increased by 2.3 milliradians from
2.5 due to the erosion shoe with an average increase of 1.5 milliradians
in the 200 cone off the nose with only one scan exceeding the 4.0 milli-
radian specification limit by .8 milliradian. Electrical characteristics of
the radome with the 23-56 erosion coating removed from the first 14" of the
nose and the shoe replacing the 23-56 material in this area were about the
same. A slight reduction was noted in beam deflection.
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Performance through Radome (B) with the white epoxy finish was degraded
slightly more than Radome (A) when the erosion shoe was placed over the tip.
The beam deflection was increased by 2.5 milliradians from 3.3 milliradians
and there were 7 areas that exceeded the 4.0 milliradian specification. Two
areas were noted with a maximum of 5.8 milliradians.

The additional degradation experienced through the radome with the
erosion shoe installed over the white epoxy finish can be attributed to the
fact that the radome is electrically thinner since the radome wall design
takes into account the .010 inch thickness of the 23-56 rain erosion coating
over the complete radome. The flat black antiglare paint MIL-L-6805 over
the top of the white epoxy radome had very little affect upon one-way power
transmission and beam deflection. Figures 25 and 26 show transmission and
beam deflection measured with and without the erosion boot installed over the
23-56 erosion coating on Radome (A).

Figures 27 and 28 show transmission and beam deflection through Radome (B)
without any finish, with white epoxy finish, and with the erosion shoe
installed over the epoxy finish. Data shown are for worst case conditions
noted.

The installation of the rain erosion shoe on both radomes definitely
affected the electrical characteristics of each radome. However, the
degradation is not of such a magnitude to prevent satisfactory radar system
operation when the shoe is installed on radomes presently being finished with
other materials and techniqaes.

Although the data with white epoxy finish shows more degradation it
must be remembered that the discontinuity on the radome surface caused by
the erosion shoe edge may be compensated. On a new design, the wall could be
tapered to eliminate this discontinuity.

Figure 27 shows a 1 to 6% reduction in transmission at the low frequency.
The validity of the reduction in transmission is questioned since the test
without the finish was made 18 months prior to the test with the epoxy finish.
This data was measured through the upper half of the radome only. A
structural change that had been made to the fairing on the bottom of the
radome during this time may have contributed to the loss. Also the 23-56
coatings had been stripped from the radome several times. The solvent used
to soften the coatings for stripping may have also effected electrical
characteristics.

White Epoxy Finish

The white epoxy finish has a titanium dioxide p-igment which has a
dielectric constant of 100. The manufacturer of the white epoxy finish could
not supply the dielectric constant or the loss tangent of the epoxy paint.
The major problem in measuring the dielectric constant and/or loss tangent
of the finish was in getting a sample large enough to measure. A hardened
sample taken from a can left open to dry would not be representative of a
sprayed finish coating and would therefore give erroneous results.

-5-
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One way to obtain a sample was to build one up in the same manner that

the finish would be applied to the raclome in the paint shop. A simple
solution devised by the Materials Department was to spray a finish on an

x 12" aluminum panel each day as production aircraft were being painted.
Not more than 10 coats were applied each day so that the drying character-
istics of the sample and the finish on the aircraft would be the same.
After several weeks a thickness was attained that would allow X-band
electrical test samples to be cut from it.

Preliminary dielectric constant and loss tangent measurements made atroom temperatures show the dielectric constant to be 4.8 and the loss tangentto be .06 at X-band. Tests are in progress at this time to measure dielectric
constant and loss tangent of the white epoxy samples for X and Ku-band
frequencies at temperatures up to 350 0F.

Tests made on a radome with the erosion boot installed and finished with
white epoxy were conclusive enough to allow the use of this process on the
nose and side looking radomes of an aircraft currently in production.
Figure 29 shows the nose radome being tested on a radome test range.
Electrical characteristics of this radome are good and met the specification
requirements.

The nose boom attach area was held to a maximum diameter of 1.5 inches.
The tubes and wires were installed to give minimum degradation. The
dielectric constant of the erosion shoe is approximately the same as the
radome glass, and the radome tip was tapered to give the desired wall
thickness for a near flush installation. The white epoxy finish is applied
without primer and does not exceed a thickness of .002 inch.

One problem area which will be experienced when employing an epoxy
finish is that of accumulation of an excessive thickness when refinishing isrequired. If the radome is to be refinished, the old finish should be
sanded off. Care should be taken so that the fVnish is removed evenly from
the radome. Up to .006 of an inch of buildup is allowable before sanding is
required.

Epoxy stripper should not be used to remove the finish from the radome
because the stripper will also attack the basic radome material and destroy
or damage the radome.I

I
I
I
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CONICAL SCAN FEED SYS.•,MS VS MONOPULSE FEED SYST WITH NOSE BOOM
INSTALIATIONS

The situation may arn e where it may be desirable to use a different
antenna dish and feed systei. in a radome that has been designed and
electrically compensated for & antenna system in the same frequency range
but having a different type of ± ed system.

Figures 30 and 31 show the one-,-y power transmission and in-plane
error of the same radome/nose boom coum 4nation with two different antennas.
One-way power transmission was essential ", the same for both antenna
systems except for a few discrete angles. l{owever the in-plane error was
increased from 3.6 milliradians with the coy- -al scan feed system to
7.34 milliradians with the fixed monopulse fec.' system. The 7.34 milliradian
in-plane error was the maximum measured through. t the radome and occurred
at the low frequency.

The in-plane component of the error was affected ire than the cross-
talk component therefore, only the in-plane error is shc,'. In-plane error
at the high frequency was 3.5 milliradians with the four hý. m monopulse
antenna as compared to 2.3 milliradians at mid-frequency wityh the conical
scan antenna. Total boresight error with the conical scan ante. ,a on this
radome was 4.25 milliradians as compared to 8.6 milliradians with ,he four
horn fixed feed monopulse antenna.

The substantial increase in beam deflection with the monopulse system ,s
typical of monopulse feed systems, however, the radome can be corrected to
reduce the error.

It is the writers experience that a monopulse antenna system is more
sensitive to aperture blocks than the conical scan feed system.

Generally nose boom installations will reduce the transmission through
the nose area below the 75% level. By keeping the nose boom attach area in
the radome apex small with respect to the wave length and antenna size these
problems may be minimized.

A monopulse antenna in a radome with a minimum transmission below 75%
will increase the existing side lobes to a level that may interfere with
radar operation especially in a terrain avoidance mode. In every case
(to the writers knowledge) where a nose boom has been incorporated an
extensive correction program has been necessary and in some cases without
success. All radomes manufactured with nose booms require some degree of
individual correction for production units.

-7-
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X-BAIID RADC24E WITH 23" COIIICAL SCAN ANTOPIA

mini==m Jexilmm )hxiim
Transmission Azizmlth Error Elevation Error

Radome Clean 86% 2.3 aile 6.o mile

4", Dia. can (cone shape) 64% 2.7 ails 7.0 Milo

6" Dia. Can (Cone Shape) 52% 3.5 mils 9.3 mile

8.5" Dia. Can (Cone Shape) 38.7% 4i.3 Mils 10.-3 aile

4"? Dia. Can (Dome Shape) 61.5% 2.6 mile 7.2 mile

6", Dia. Can (Dlome Shape) 54% 3'.45 mils 8.5 Milo

8.5" Dia. Can (Domie Shape) 35%4.6 mile 9.2 ails

FIG=R 13
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X-BAND RADOME TRANSMISSION DATA WITH
23" CONICAL SCAN ANTENNA

Radome Radome Radome Radome Radome Radome
With With With With With With

Antenna Radome 4" Dia. 6" Dia. 8-1/2" Dia. 4" Dia. 6" Dia. 8-1/2" Dia,
Position Clean Can (Cone) Can (Cone) Can (Cone) Can (Dome) Can (Dome) Can (Dome)

I 2o Up 90% 90% 88% 87%

150 Up 91% 87.5% 82% 77% 82%

I 100 Up 90% 80% 76% 65% 81% 74% 63%

50 Up 88% 75% 67% 55% 74% 68% 54%

I 0 85% 62.5% 56% 43% 62% 54% 40%

50 DN 84% 55% 50% 34% 58% 45% 34%

100 DN 86% 60% 51% 40% 62% 47% 38%

I 150 IV 87.5% 69.5% 62% 48% 60%

200 DN 90% 78% 73% 60%

I 250 DN 91% 86% 83% 70%

I

FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 20 RADOME WITH EROSION SHOE OVER
SPRAYED NEOPRENE COATING

4

FIGURE 21 RADOME WITH EROSION SHOE
REPIACING THE SPRAYED NEOPRENE COATING
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i FIGURE 22 RADONE FINISHED WITH
EPOXY WHITE PAINT

I&

FIGURE 23 RADOME FINISH WITH• EPOXY WHITE

PAINT WITH EROSION SHOE IN PIACE
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I FIGURE 22 RADOME FINISHED WITH
EPOXY WHITE PAINT

I L

FIGURE 23 IRkDOME FINISH WMT EPOXY WHITE

PAINT WITH EROSION SHOE IN AAM%#^•
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FIGURE 24 RAI)OME FINISHED WITH EPOXY WHITE PAINT
WITH FLAT BLACK ANTI-GLARE PAINT AN]) EROSION SHOE INSTALLED
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Ref. No. 2785.3/293
23 May 1964

MEASUREMENTS OF DYNAMIC COLLIMATION ERROR

by

D. L. Loyet and J. R. Maurer

Infrared Systems and Guidance Heads Laboratory

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

The dynamic collimation error test facility developed by Hughes Aircraft

Company is used to measure collimation error derivatives and to evaluate the

electrical characteristics of sealed guidance units aind individual radomes

when combined with different microwave systems. Thus, not only radome

errors but also those due to the antenna, to the antenna support structure, and

to components aft of the antenna can be evaluated.

The test equipment, which is housed in a specially designed anechoic

chamber, consists of a mounting fixture for the guidance unit and a movable

target. This target can provide linearly, circularly, or elliptically polarized

energy and can also move in a linear and/or circular manner while maintain-

ing a constant or variable angle of polarization. The mounting fixture for the

guidance unit allows for controlled sweeps in azimuth and/or elevation when

the guidance unit is fixed or rolling. The guidance unit and target move in

such a way that collimation error derivatives and other electrical character-

istics can be evaluated for all typical missile motions.

DEFINITION OF COLLIMATION ERROR

Before discussing the various techniques that have been devised to meas-

ure collimation error, we must define the parameters to be determined. Con-

sider a microwave system that has been designed to track a moving target and



provide information on the position and/or rate of change of position of this

target. Figure I is a vector diagram of such a system consisting of an an-

tenna supported by a gimbaled pedestal attached to a base. This base in turn

is attached to the aircraft or missile. The mechanical axis of the missile,

A, remains fixed at all times as do the axes, C and B, of the orthogonal

S.. torquing mechanisms. These three vectors (A, B, and C) define an ortho-

3• gonal set of axes fixed in the missile that are related to a non-moving coor-

dinate set X, Y, and Z by specified angles. Although the gimbaled antenna'3is attached to the missile, it can scan a prescribed solid angle and track the

target. If no electrical or mechanical perturbations are present, the antenna3i: points in the direction defined as LOS, line of sight. However, if any such

perturbations are present, the antenna points in the direction of the apparent

line of sight, ALOS The angular separation between LOS and ALOS is the

error angle Tjr that can be broken into two orthogonal components T rc and

Tiro' If the LOS azimuth and elevation angles are defined as P and Pc' re-

iispectively, four error derivatives, koo koc kc, and k Lan be defined as

follows:

k = ro k rc
00 "•o co 70o

k ro k rc
oc cc

Note that k and k are the derivatives that are usually called "inplane"00 co

and "crosstalk" slope, respectively. A more descriptive terminology is

k = collimation error derivative
00

koc = collimation error cross derivative

kco = collimation crosstalk error derivative

k = collimation crosstalk error cross derivative
ccI

I

I
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Figure 1. Angles used in describing radome error
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FACILITIES FOR MEASURING BORESIGHT ERROR

The measurement of boresight error is based on the assumption that the

previously discussed derivatives and error angles are due to reflections within

the radome and to refraction through it. Since the radome is thus considered

to be the source of boresight error, a facility has been built for determining

and, when possible, for reducing the magnitude of this error. A review of the

Proceedings of the Electromagnetic Window Symposia reveals that many facil-

ities have been designed for this purpose. Since all of them are essentially

similar, a representative facility of this type will be described. The primary

requirement is to simulate the environment in which the missile is to ,perate.

Such simulation is usually accomplished by enclosing the target horn and mis-

sile mount within an anechoic chamber designed to minimize reflections.

However, large antenna systems are usually not evaluated in such a chamber

but in out-door facilities designed to reduce reflections to a minimum.

The boresight facility designed and operated at Hughes Aircraft Company

consists of an enclosure in the form of a distorted parallelepiped. Each wall

is in the form of a pyramid rather than a plane sheet. The dimensions of the

chamber are such that any energy that strikes the microwave-absorber lined

surfaces is reflected at least three times before it reaches the receiver. An

expJoded view of this facility is shown in Figure 2. The radome, which is

mounted on a pedestal, covers an antenna that simulates the actual unit. The

antenna is mounted in such a way that its position remains fixed and is inde-

pendent of that of the radome. The mount can be used only for ::.zimuth scan.

Since the principle of reciprocity is assumed, the antenna can also be oper-

ated as a transmitter even if it is designed to be used as a receiver. This

particular facility used a transmitting antenna that was tracked by a four-horn

null-seeking mechanism moved by a servo system. This null seeker is de-

signed to follow the null and maintain itself on the null. The displacement of

the null seeker in both azimuth and elevation is automatically recorded as a

function of radome offset angle from the dead-ahead position. This graph

gives the inplane (azimuth) and crosstalk (elevation) boresight error angles.

With a system such as this, antennas with different polarizations can be eval-

5 uated by replacing the tracking antennas.
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Figure 2. Precision boresight error measuring facility
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j FACILITY FOR MEASURING COLLIMATION ERROR

Although the boresight error measurement facilities can be used to obtain3 a quantitative measurement of the angular errors associated with various ra-

domes when tested with a specific antenna, they do not provide data based on

these radomes with the actual guidance system. Measurements of the bore-

sight error of the radome alone provide a graphical record of error angles

from which the slopes can be determined. Although a boresight system allows

the design and quality control of radomes as individual components, equivalent

errors introduced by the combination of antenna and missile body in the ab-3 sence of a radome may be comparable in magnitude to the total error allow-

able for the complete system, including the radome. Thus a better method3 must be devised for measuring the errors introduced into the guidance system

by the radome, its mounting structure, the antenna, and the components within

the radome cavity.

The dynamic collimation error measurement facility at Hughes Aircraft

Company is used to evaluate these interacting phenomena with actual guidance3 systems. The basic equipment, which consists of a mount for the forward

missile section, a simulated missile receiver, and a movable target horn, is

-housed in an anechoic chamber suitable for use at X-band frequencies.

The principal unit in this test facility (shown schematically in Figure 3) is3 the mount for the forward missile section, which includes the guidance unit

under test. This mount allows the forward missile section to be swept in azi-

muth about the gi~mbal center of the guidance unit and to be rolled about the

longitudinal axis of the missile. The rates of sweep and roll can be controlled

independently and continuously over the range of look angles of interest. This

mount also allows the missile to be swept in elevation. These independently

controlled motions make it possible to conduct several different types of tests.3 For example, azimuth sweep with the guidance unit at any desired roll and

elevation angle, roll sweep with the guidance unit at any azimuth and elevation

I angle, elevation sweep with the guidance unit at any roll and azimuth angle,

and tests in which two or all of these motions take place simultaneously. All

typical missile motions can be simulated in this way and the collimation error

associated with each kind of motion can be measured.

!6
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ROLL AXIS

AZIMUTH AXIS

SIDE VIEW

TARGET HORN\
LI NE OF SIGHT

ROLL AXIS

TOP VIEW

Figure 3. Diagram of mount for forward missile section
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The target horn can transmit linearly, circularly, or elliptically polar-

• I ized energy, The angle of polarization can be controlled by rotating the hora.

about its axis and by means of a servo it can be made to rotate as the missile

5 rolls. Therefore, during any test the angle of polarization can be either var-

ied or maintained constant. The mount for the target horn also makes it pos-

sible for the horn to simultaneously rotate radially or circularly within a

*I-degree look angle, In this way additional types of missile motion can be

simulated by the motion of the target horn and many of the guidance Unit

U parameters that are usually measured at a facility specifically designed for

antennas can be evaluated.

H MEASUREMENT OF- COLLIMATION ERROR

3 In measuring collimation error, the parameter of greatest significance

is the collimation error derivatives from which the error angle can be de-

rived. These derivatives are the rate of change of the collimation error angle

with respect to the angle between the missile axis and the line of sight to the

target. The missile angles are identified in Figure 4. The significance of

:, 3 these derivatives is that a large error derivative appears to the guidance unit

as an abrupt shift in the position of the target. Large error derivatives will3 impair the tracking ability of the missile and may cause the missile to become

unstable. These derivatives can be computed directly from measurements

i- 3 made at the collimation error facility.

In the basic collimation error test the missile forward section is swept

*' about the guidance unit gimbal center or rolled about its longitudinal axis

* while the transmitting target horn remains stationary. The tracking loop is

in operation during this test and the resulting steering voltages from the pitch

* and yaw channels are recorded as a function of the azimuth or roll angle.

These voltages are recordei as z function of the displacement angle on a mag-

netic tape that can be fed directly into a digital computer. The computer cal-

culates the collirration error derivatives and the collimation error angle as a3 function of look or roll angle. The data for the azimuthal sweep are similar

to those for inplane and crosstalk errors obtained at the boresieht facilities.

8
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MISSILE AXIS

~SCAN AXIS

(GYRO SPIN AXIS)

J9 APPARENT LINE
OF SIGHT -,:

LINE OF SIGHT

SPACE REFERENCE

STANDARD SYMBOLS

MISSILE AXIS

SCAN AXIS

CIO (GYRO SPIN AXIS)

APPARENT LINE
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I
The steering voltages result from an appare.,t rotation of the line of sight.

In the collimation facility, the line-of-sight rotation is identical to the apparent

line-of-sight rotation produced by the total collimation error due to the com-

bined effects of the radome, antenna, bulkhead, and miscellaneous missile

hardware. The steering voltage is a function of the following parameters:

1. Target motion
2. Collimation error
3. Gyro drift
4. Cable torque
5. Bearing friction
6. Torquer unbalance
7. Windage

m1 8. Inertial effects

Since the target horn remains stationary during the test, the steering voltages

I are caused by Items 2 through 8 listed above. To determine collimation error,

the effects of Items 3 through 8 must be eliminated. Fortunately, since these

effects are essentially independent of the rate of motion of the missile, they

can be eliminated by recording the steering voltages at two different sweep

speeds or roll rates and by finding the difference in the values indicated by the

two curves showing steering voltage as a function of look angle. This differ-

I ence is due to the apparent rotation of the line of sight caused by the collima-

.1 tion errors.

The collimation errors are in turn a function of the following parameters:

1 1. Look angle
2. Roll reference angle
3. Polarization angle
4. Type of polarization
5. Frequency
6. Signal level
7. Temperature of guidance unit.

The variation in signal level and temperature are negligible at the test facility3 and the other parameters can be controlled independently. Therefore the ef-

fect of each parameter can be investigated separately by keeping the other

3 parameters constant during a given test.

On the basis of the considerations discussed above, an expression for the3 collimation error derivative can be obtained from the differential equation for

I1



the r-f tracking loop. This derivation is given in Appenuix I for the case in

which the missile is swept in azimuth at a fixed roll orientation. The result-

ing expression for this error derivative is Eq. (1-7). The terms , n the right-

hand side of this equation have been evaluated separately and compared to

(•etermine their relative magnitudes.

"Typical curves showing the sum of the collimation error derivatives and

cutrves for each of the four separate terms are given in Figures 5 through 9.

The data used in preparing these curves were obtained in tests of a 3/4-power-

shaped radome having a fineness ratio of two. These data were taken at

0.3-degree increments in the look angle Pi. They show that the term involving

the third derivative of V is negligible, and that the second derivative term ifj
s

also of little importance in most cases. Therefore, an analysis that includes

only the first two terms of Eq. (1-6) is all that is needed to determine colli-

mation error derivatives for most systems.

The variation in peak collimation error and boresight error derivative

over a narrow frequency band is shown in Figure 10. Although boresight

error derivatives are reitively c3nsoant, the collimation error derivative

varies appreciably because of the varioue interactions between the components

of the guidance unit. An evaluation of system performance based on boresight

error derivatives will not provide data that is representative of that for the

actual system.

The collimation error cross derivatives (change in error angles in both

elevation and azimuth with respect to a change in elevation angle for a fixed

offset angle) and the collimation error cross angles can be determined by

orienting the missile at a fixed azimuth offset angle and rotating it about its

longitudinal axis. This information can also be integrated to determine the

magnitude of the components that cause a variation in apparent line of sight

that occurs at the missile roll frequency. Another method of evaluating the

cross dt,.rivatives involves the use of measured data for azimuth sweeps at

various elevation angles; conversely, azimuth angle can be varied in discrete

steps and sweeps in elevation angle can be evaluateZI.

The other parameters listed above can be evaluated by keeping all but one

parameter fixed and varying the one that is to be determined. For example,

SI11
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the variation in the apparent line-of-sight angle resulting from a change in

the angle of incidence of the polarized energy can be measured by rotating the

target horn with the missile at any fixed location.KU This facility can also be used in measuring antenna patterns and deter-

mining the tracking error gain of a monopulse antenna system. Since such aIl system utilizes the complete guidance unit and a simulated missile receiver,

the signal-to-noise ratio can be measured. Radome transmission character-

I istics can be determined by operating the anternna for which it was designed in

the prescribed environment. This facility can also be used for antenna bore-

sighting and for aligning sensing devices such as potentiometers.

CONCLUSIONS

I ~ The dynamic collimation error facility provides a means of evaluating the

electrical performance of a completely assembled guidance unit and for opti-

mizing the characteristics of the microwave system. This is an essential

feature since reliable acceptance criteria must be based on the interactions of

radc.me, antenna, and missile components, not just on the radome itself. In

summary, the equipment has the following desirable characteristics.

1. Collimation error derivatives (rather than error angles) are plotted

or tabulated directly as a continuous function of line-of-sight
orientation.

Z. The operation is automatic and requires no precise measurement of

small angles.

3. The criors can be averaged automatically over any specified range
of offset angle.

4. The equipment can be used to evaluate cross derivatives.

5. Antenna characteristics can be determined in the same facility used
in evaluating the guidance unit.

6. This facility it available for assembly operations that usually require
outdoor ranges or precision fixtures such as those for antenna
boresighting.

11I k, 16



APPENDIX I

COLLIMATION ERROR DERIVATIVE i,<

The collimation error derivative is expressed in terms of the steering

voltage and the parameters of the r-f tracking loop by the following derivation

for the case in which the look angle 1 is varied.

+ K( Kb K~c

R-f tracking loop

In the closed-loop transfer function

VslS) KIs(l + TAS)

cas s(l + T s)(l + T As) + K1 K2  Il)

where

V = receiver output voltager

V = steering signal voltage

K = tracking error gain

1-1



I
I

K = receiver gain

Klb = torquer control amplifier gain

I Kc = sampling resistor responsivity

K = tracking system responsivity

T TA = I/KIK2 = tracking system time constant

"Tý = receiver output filter time constant

TA = hysteresis clutch time constant

I I = KKrK lb K lc = open-loop gain

IISolving for a a(s), we obtain

s(l + TAS)(l + T"s) + K, K2
a aa(s) A V V(s) (1-2)a KIs(l + ¶As)

* The corresponding differential equation is
S tl I it

,,TA + TA TATAS+ T"• K Kv + I + •'+ - " (1-3)
a a ZsSK1 s K1 s K( s

In the collimation error test, the target is stationary at the space refer-

ence. Therefore the value of sigma is zero and the input to the tracking loop

is 0 a =

Also, since P is the only parameter that is varied in this test,

I Making these substitutions yields

II II I I

T TA TAT

K2 V + ATAV +AA +C(-)
,,..2 s I Vs + --- 1 + -K- V + C (1-4)+Ta] s KV+l s K1 s K s

I-



The constant term is added in order to account for gyro drift and other

static effects. This term is eliminated by using two different sweep speeds,

P and P2 , and taking the difference between these equations on the assump-

tion that

The resulting equation is

AK V 1 K+(V V I)÷ (rs-Vs)

(1-6)

T7 + T.. T T

K ~(V s2 -V 5 ) + AA( 2 - VSd]

In the second term on the left of Eq. (1-6), typical values for the param-

eters are TA = 0.02 sec, 2 = 5 deg/sec, and 1 = 2 degh/ec. Therefore

itTA!
A _ (ry - "1) = 0.0066(- 2- 1 1)

It has also been shown from boresight error data that in general Ti is less

than n ! .I? Therefore this term is less than 0.066 percent of the collimation

error derivative and can be neglected. We therefore obtain the following ex-

pression for the collimation error derivative.

1-3
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I

_ - 2  (V _v ) (2-7)

+ (VZ s2 l vS
K !1(p, -p 1) ( s sl

I ! t
"+ A A (TA 2 -*V )

I K (P 2 -p 1)

II 
(VI

7A 1A -(V v)I K(p 2 p1 )s2 siK 1 W2 - p 1)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRICAL EVALUATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC

WINDOW AND RADOME SHAPES

"uy
Forrest L. Coling

Budco Engineering Company
Torrance, California

I I. SUMMARY
This paper presents the electrical evaluation of electromagnetic window and radome shapes includ-
ing shape definition, cross section, and intersection parameters. Computer studies can be made that
will determine electrical design and electrical performance data when such techniques are available
that can handle general symmetrical and non-symmetrical shapes.

I II. INTRODUCTION
The technique for electrical evaluation of electromagnetic windows and radome shapes used by
some radome designers involves the use of radial planes as shown in figure 1 for defining three-
dimensional general radome shapes. This technique handles all types of symmetrical and unsym-
metrical radome shapes. In order to make electrical design and performance studies on the com-
puter, a technique is required that will define the electromagnetic window or- radome shape. A
variety of shapes have been studied by radome designers in the past. The aerodynamicist prefers
a .75 power series shape because of minimum pressure drag at high supersonic speeds. The struc-
tural designer prefers a cylindrical shape because of superior mechanical properties. The thermo-
dynamicist prefers a spherical shape because of superior thermal properties. The electrical designer
prefers the hemisphere shape because of its superior electrical properties. It is obvious that compro-
mise must be made in the shape in order to design a radome. It is also obvious that perform:.-nce
studies should be made on a variety of shapes in order to select a shape for a specified vehicle.

I Il. Typical Shapes
The purpose of this section is to descri.P.• techniques for use in electrical evaluation of shapes on
digital computers.

A number of different shapes have been investigated for radome use. Some of the classes of shapesI hi e been: elliptical, ogive, hemispherical, logarithmic and equiangular spirals, power series, para-
bolic, and others. These classes of shapes are defined in other literature, and some of them are
shown in figure 2. A symmetrical or circle of revolution radome can be described by one radial
plane equation. Some examples of this type of shapes are: hemisphere, ogive, cone, and other powershapes. These specific type of shapes simplify the amount of time required to prepare a computerstudy and also reduces the computer time considerably.

I IV. Shape Definition
A technique used to describe a general radome shape for computer studies employs the radial plane
definition as shown in figure 3. This type of definition uses at least 4 radial planes per quadrant
at any arbitrary cross sectional cut. Each radial plane is equally spaced and emanates from the
center line of the radome. It starts at the point of intersection of the radome center line and the
radome nose, and extends aft to a point of shape discontinuity or to the end of the radome. A typical
cross section is shown in figure 3C with 9 radial planes. The figure shows a radome cross section
where upper and lower halves are non-symmetrical, while the right and left halves are symmetrical.
Such a radome could be studied on the right side saving half of the computations. A symmetrical
radome would have all radial planes equal and thus could be described by one equation. Each radial3 iplane (r) will be described by a form of the general shape equation:

I = _- + k t* + _V



Other electromagnetic windows in this general class are defined similar to the one just described.
P lat windows can be described in two dimension as a special case.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
• Electrical evaluation of radome shapes will provide data that can be used to influence preliminary

design approaches, estimates of design time required to study alternate shapes, provide data for
inputs to proposal programs, provide a method for obtaining data on alternate design appioaches
for a vehicle, provide a means for obtaining design and performance data for many design studies,
save design time by studying many shapes on the computer as opposed to empirical (test) ap-
proach on fabricated %.-r-•totype parts. Comparing data for one radome shape with another pri-
manly shows a change in the magnitude of the incidence angle discontinuity across the radome.

SLarge incidence angles are common to sharp pointed shapes such as cones. Large incidence angles
cause high losses in elect; ical performance. This results in a decrease in transmission and an in-

Screase in reflection and discontinuity in the phase front.
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This general shape equation is developed from the general expression for a second degree curve:

( Ay * 0#.,-,-,--o ÷E, o
Solving (2) by the quadratic equation and by substitution of coefficients you can obtain each term
of (1). It is desirable to employ a method that will handle all types of three-dimensional shapes to
minimize design and development time o ad simplify computer studies.

One technique that is employed by some radoizne designero when using the general shape equation
(1) is by specifying the radome shape with three points and two slopes as shown in figure 1. This
technique requires a detailed drawing of the radome shape, as shown in figure 2. Points and slopes
Lre developed from a drawing of the shape and calculations are made to determine the equation (1)
that describes the shape. It would take one equation )r radial plane (1) to describe a radome shape
that has properties of symmetry, and a continuous coi.tour from nose to base. A non-symmetrical
radome with a continuous contour from nose to base wG,,ld require nine equations to describe the
nine radial planes as shown in figure 3A. The radome in figure 3B, for a non-symmetrical type,
would require 18 equations to describe each radial plane. A non-symmetrical radcme with four sec-
tions to each radial plane would require 36 equations to describe. A computer program with the
capacity for 36 equations would seem to be quite adequate for analyzing most radome shapes.

V. Computer Use
Setting up a computer program to electrically evaluate radome shapes requires other component
parts in addition to a shape definition method. Other components of a geometry program include
intersection of ray and radome; calculations of incidence angle, polarizing angle, and surface normal;
and an iteration procedure. Data obtained from such a geometry program can be used for a radome
design or performance study. A typical computer program is shown in figure 4. The design or per-
formance program may be for a boresight error or a transmission study.

Vt. Electromagnetic Window Shapes
It is also desirable to make electrical design and performfance studies of electromagnetic window
shapes on computers. This requires a shape definition program for electromagnetic windows. It is
not easy to develop a technique for defining all possible electromagnetic window shapes. The elec-
tromagnetic windows might be located on an ogive, cone, cylinder, frustrum, hemisphere, or other
shapes. An example of an electromagnetic window shape would be one as shown in figure 5 where
it is located on an ogive. To illustrate a method for describing electromagnetic windows, let's con-
sider the two types illustrated in figure 5. In order to describe analytically the geometrical shape
of these electromagnetic windows, we define the ogive shape as previously described and the window
by means of a set of points P (X, Y, Z) such that F (X, Y, Z) ý 0. Where

e~ VXj_ Y20 2

0o: e,

Window B in figure 5 can be defined as the set of points P (X, Y, Z) such that F (X, Y, Z,) 0

Where: O - ,1•z• -C

P (X, Y, Z) are in quadrant I, Points B and C are in the ogive definition.
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Sl Other electromagnetic windows in this general class are defined similar to the one just described.
Flat windows can be described in two dimension as a special case.

-I VII. CONCLUSIONS
Electrical evaluation of radome shapes will provide data that can be used to influence preliminary
design approaches, estimates of design time required to study alternate shapes, provide data for
inputs to proposal programs, provide a method for obtaining data on alternate design approaches
for a vehicle, provide a means for obtaining design and performance data for many design studies,
save design time by studying many shapes on the computer as opposed to empirical (test) ap-I •proach on fabricated prototype parts. Comparing data for one radome shape with another pri-
marily shows a change in the magnitude of the incidence angle discontinuity across the radome.
Large incidence angles are common to sharp pointed shapes such as cones. Large incidence angles
cause high losses in electrical perf-nrmance. This results in a decrease in transmission and an in-I crease in reflection and discontinuity in the phase front.
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Figure 1 Analytic Determination of A Conic By 3 Points and
2 Slopes
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Figure 2 TYPICAL RADOME SHAPES
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Figure 3 TYPICAL RADIAL PLANE DEFINITION
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Figure 5 TYPICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC WINDOW DEFINITION
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